Dr. B.R. Ambedkar: The Maker of Modern India Edited by Dr. Desh Raj Sirswal 2 Dr. B.R. Ambedkar: The Maker of Modern India Edited by Dr. Desh Raj Sirswal Centre for Posit ive Philosophy and Interdiscipl inary Studies (CPPIS), Milestone Education Society (Regd.) , Pehowa (Kurukshetra)-136128 (HARYANA) 3 Dr. B.R. Ambedkar: The Maker of Modern India Editor: Dr. Desh Raj Sirswal ISBN: 978-81-922377-8-7 First Edition: April 2016 © Centre for Positive Philosophy and Interdisciplinary Studies (CPPIS), Pehowa (Kurukshetra) All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise), without the prior written permission of both the copyright owner and the above mentioned publisher of this book. Editor : Dr. Desh Raj Sirswal, Assistant Professor (Philosophy), P. G. Govt. College for Girls, Sector-11, Chandigarh Publisher : Centre for Positive Philosophy and Interdisciplinary Studies (CPPIS), Milestone Education Society (Regd.), Balmiki Dharmashala, Ward No.06, Pehowa (Kurukshetra)-136128 (Haryana) Website: http://positivephilosophy.webs.com , Email: cppiskkr@gmail.com Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in the articles of this book are those of the individual authors, and not necessary of the Editor. Authors are responsible for any violation of copyright as they produced a certificate of original authorship while submitting the full paper. (Editor). 4 This book is dedicated to The Greatest Indian Dr. B.R. Ambedkar 5 Table of Contents Editor 's NoteDesh Raj Sirswal (6-7) 1. THE STRUGGLE FOR HUMAN DIGNITY: DR. B.R. AMBEDKAR'S PERSPECTIVE: Jayadev Sahoo (08-19) 2. DR. B.R. AMBEDKAR'S IDEAS ON EGALITARIAN SOCIETY AND HINDU SOCIAL SYSTEM: THE CIRCULATION OF SOCIAL JUSTICE IN 21st CENTURY: Deepesh Nandan (20-27) 3. NEW CONCEPTUALISATION OF MAN AND SOCIETY: ROLE OF DR.B.R.AMBEDKAR: Bhumika Sharma (28-30) 4. SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY OF DR. B.R. AMBEDKAR BEHIND EDUCATION: Harmandeep Kaur (31-36) 5. DR. B.R. AMBEDKAR AS A SOCIAL REFORMER: Hiralal Mahato & Urmi Saha (37-43) 6. DR. BHIM RAO AMBEDKAR AND HIS EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY: Sanjeev Kumar (44-49) 7. Dr. B.R. AMBEDKAR'S THOUGHTS ON SOCIAL REFORMS AND JUSTICE: Anu Khanna (50-55) 8. SOCAL JUSTICE AND DR. B.R. AMBEDKAR: Devinderjit Kaur (56-61) 9. DEMOCRACY IN INDIA: PERSPECTIVE OF DR.B. R. AMBEDKAR: Ritika (62-67) 10. B.R.AMBEDKAR'S VIEWS ON LIBERTY AND EQUALITYA STUDY: M.Sampathkumar (68-76) 11. DR. BHIMRAO AMBEDKAR'S CONTRIBUTION IN THE DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS STRUGGLE: Desh Raj Sirswal (77-86) 12. RELIGIOUS IDEAS OF DR. BHIMRAO AMBEDKAR: Madhubala Kumari (87-91) Contributors 6 Editor 's Note Dr. B. R. Ambedkar is one of the most eminent intellectual figures of modern India. The present year is being celebrated as 125th Birth Anniversary of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. Educationist and humanist from all over the world are celebrating 125th Birth Anniversary of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar by organizing various events and programmes. In this regard the Centre for Positive Philosophy and Interdiscipinary Studies (CPPIS) Pehowa (Kurukshetra) took an initiative to be a part of this mega event by organizing an national level esssay competition for students, publication of books, posters and research journals on Dr. B.R. Ambedkar. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's ideas, writings and outlook could well be characterized as belonging to that trend of thought called Social Humanism. He developed a socio-ethical philosophy and steadfastly stood for human dignity and freedom, socio-economic justice, material prosperity and spiritual discipline. He showed the enlightening path for Indian society via his ideals of freedom, equality and fraternity and made India a democratic country. The complete works of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar published by the Governemtn of Maharastra and it has taken about 25 years to complete this initiative in 21 Volumes with the name, "Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar: Writing and Speeches" and covers 14000 pages. In the words of Trilochan Sing, "Above all, Dr. Ambedkar is a philosopher. Those who read his books cannot be failed to be impressed with steadffastness with which he pursues truth; and only those who have dispassionately read his books can frame true estimate of the greatness of the man". These 21 Volumes includes books published by Dr. B.R. Ambedkar himself and unpublished writings and speaches too. The present volume entitled "Dr. B.R. Ambedkar: The Maker of Modern India" contains 12 research papers on the different aspects of philosophy of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar written by academicians from different branches of knowledge. You can find a variety of dialogues and concen about the theme of the book here. We are not defending this book as a highly an 7 intellectual work but a smaller step to know the various aspects of this great personality and is a start to study his vast wisdom. You suggestions and comments are welcome to its first hand review version. I am thankful to all the contributors for their excellent contributions and for their patience while the book was completed. I would like to thank the extremely helpful crew of CPPIS including Dr. Merina Islam, Dr. Vijay Pal Bhatnagar, Ms. Poonama Verma, Mr. Vikram Lohat and Vipin Sangar and the members of Milestone Education Society (Regd.) Pehowa (Kurukshetra) for their valuable suggestions and positive assistance towards CPPIS works. 14th Apri l , 2016 Dr. Desh Raj Sirswal 8 1. THE STRUGGLE FOR HUMAN DIGNITY: DR. B.R. AMBEDKAR'S PERSPECTIVE Jayadev Sahoo Abstract The concept of Human Dignity plays a pivotal role in Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's philosophy. Human Dignity means one is entitled to have respect by virtue of human nature. Since the Dalits have been dominated by the upper caste Hindus for the centuries, Ambedkar has given his heart and soul for the upliftment and dignity of the Dalits. The 'Untouchables' have to face a lot of social, economic and educational discrimination on account of their birth status. Whenever an upper caste Hindu deliberately did any harm towards the Dalits, the state machinery becomes ineffective. No one is ready to file a case against the upper caste Hindus. Ambedkar was disappointed with the Hindu hierarchy based caste system. He envisaged that annihilation of caste is the only solution to give dignity to the Dalits. Ambedkar held: "It is not possible to break Caste without annihilating the religious notions on which it, the Caste system is founded." Again, Ambedkar failed to realize the dream of annihilating the caste system owing to the opposition of the mighty Hindus. Therefore, he thought to convert the religion. He thinks that the conversion of the religion is the only way to rescue the Dalit community. Finally, I have highlighted that what are the contributions of Ambedkar towards the upliftment and dignity of Untouchables. In this paper, I have concluded that the struggle will continue unless and until the mighty Hindu castes are ready to embrace the Dalits into the Hindu fold and treat them on par with them. The concept of Human Dignity plays a pivotal role in Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's philosophy. Human Dignity means one is entitled to have respect by virtue of human nature. Since the Dalits have been dominated by the upper caste Hindus for the centuries, Ambedkar has given his heart and soul for the upliftment and dignity of the Dalits. The 'Untouchables' have to face a lot of social, economic and educational discrimination on account of their birth status. They have neither self-respect nor self-dignity. They are treated as slaves and worse than the beasts. I have tried to highlight how Ambedkar struggled with the upper caste Hindus for the basic and fundamental rights of the Dalits. And what he did in order to have self-respect and dignity for the Dalits? This paper also raises the very pertinent questions regarding the relationship between the Hindus and the Untouchables. Why has Untouchability not vanished? Why does the Hindu regard 9 lawlessness against the Untouchables as legitimate and lawful? Why does the Hindu feel no qualms of conscience in his dealings with the Untouchables? What the Untouchables have to face? The 'Untouchables' have to face a lot of social, economic and educational discrimination on account of their birth status. Whenever an upper caste Hindu deliberately did any harm towards the Dalits, the state machinery becomes ineffective. No one is ready to file a case against the upper caste Hindus. If an Untouchable goes to a police officer with a complaint against the upper caste Hindu, instead of receiving any protection he will receive plenty of abuses. Either he will be driven away without his complaint being recorded or if it is recorded, it would be recorded quite falsely to provide a way of escape to the Touchable aggressors. If he prosecutes his offenders before a Magistrate the fate of his proceedings could be foretold. The Untouchables will never be able to get Hindus as witnesses because of the conspiracy of the villagers not to support the case of the Untouchables, however just it may be. If he brings witnesses from the Untouchables, the Magistrate will not accept their testimony because he can easily say that they are interested and not independent witnesses, or if they are independent witnesses the Magistrate has an easy way of acquitting the accused by simply saying that the Untouchables compliment did not strike him as a truthful witness. He can do this fearlessly knowing full well that the higher tribunal will not reverse his findings because of the well-established rule which says that an appellate court should not disturb the finding of the trial Magistrate based upon the testimony of witness whose demeanour he had no opportunity to observe: Even Congressmen have practiced such a kind of discrimination. The annual Report of the Tamil Nadu Harijan Sevak Sangh for the year ending 30th September 1937 says:1 "The political consciousness of the Harijans having been roused by the rights in the remotest villages where it is only the policeman that reign, it is not always possible for the Harijan to do this, for the assertion of his rights means a clash between him and the castemen, in which it is always the latter that have the upper hand. The natural consequences of this scuffle are a complaint either to the police or the Magistrate. The latter course is beyond the means of a Harijan while the former resort is worse than useless. The complaints are in many cases not inquired into at all, while in others a verdict favourable to the castemen is entered. Our complaints to the Police also meet with similar fate. The trouble seems to us to be that there is no change in the 10 mentality of the lower policeman. Either he is unaware of the rights of the Harijans of which he is supposed to be the guardian or he is influenced by caste men. Or, it may also be that he is absolutely indifferent. In other cases, corruption is responsible for his taking the side of the richer castemen." This shows how the Hindu official is anti-Untouchable and Pro-Hindu. Whenever he has any authority or discretion, it is always exercised to the prejudice of the Untouchables. The police and the Magistrate are sometimes corrupt. If they were only corrupt, things would not perhaps be so bad because an officer who is corrupt is open to purchase by either party. But the misfortune is that the Police and Magistrates are often more partial than corrupt. It is this partiality to the Hindus and his antipathy to the Untouchables, which results in the denial of protection, and justice to the Untouchables. There is no cure for this partiality to the one and antipathy to the other, because it is found in the social and religious repugnance, which is inborn in every Hindu. The Police and the Magistrates by reason of their motives, interest and their breeding, do not sympathise with the living force operating among the Untouchables. They are not charged with the wants, the pains, the craving and the desires, which actuate the Untouchables. Consequently, they are openly hostile and inimical to their aspirations, do not help them to advance, disfavour their cause and snap at everything that smacks of pride and self-respect. On the other hand, they share the feelings of the Hindus, sympathise with them in the attempt to maintain their power, authority, prestige and their dignity over the Untouchables. In any conflict between the two, they act as the agents of the Hindus in suppressing this revolt of the Untouchables and participate quite openly and shamefacedly in the nefarious attempt of all Hindus to do everything possible by all means, fair or foul, to teach the Untouchables a lesson and hold them down in their own places.2 The worst of it is that all this injustice and persecution can be perpetrated within the limits of the law. A Hindu may well say that he will not employ an Untouchable, that he will not sell him anything, that he will evict him from his land, that he will not allow him to his cattle across his field without offending the law in the slightest degree. In doing so, he is only expressing his right. The law does not care with what motive he does it. The law does not see what injury it causes to the Untouchable. The police may misuse his power and his authority. He may disclose evidence to the side in which he is interested. He may refuse to arrest. He may do a hundred and one things to spoil the case. All this he can do without the 11 slightest fear of being caught. The loopholes of law are many, and he knows them well. The Magistrate has vested in him an enormous amount of discretion. He is free to use it. The decision of a case depends upon the witnesses who can give evidence. But the decision of the case depends upon whether the witnesses are reliable or not. It is open to the Magistrate to believe one side and disbelieve the other side. He may be quite arbitrary in believing one side, but it is his discretion, and no one can interfere with it. There are innumerable cases in which the Magistrates to the prejudice of the Untouchables have exercised this discretion. However truthful the witnesses of the Untouchables the Magistrates take a common line by saying "I disbelieve the witnesses", and nobody has questioned that discretion. What sentence to inflict is also a matter of discretion with the Magistrate? There are sentences, which are non-appealable. An appeal is a way of getting redress. But a Magistrate may block this way by refusing to give an appealable sentence.3 If the Hindu society plays its pan in maintaining the Established Order, so does the Hindu officials of the State. The two have made the Established Order impregnable. It is a pity to mention that even the food which has been cooked by a host of Dalit women, for school children, became Untouchable. It is published in The Hindu, dated on 4th September, 2012 entitled, "Now, the food they cook is untouchable ."4 SALEM: A host of Dalit women, who cook food for children at noon meal centres attached to schools in various villages in Kadayampatti Union in Salem district, said that they are facing a social boycott. Caste Hindus in a few villages are preventing their children from having the noon meal cooked by Dalit women cooks, claiming that it is "a sin to eat food cooked by them..." "I feel like dying", said S. Sundaravanitha, a Dalit woman cook, who had been facing boycott since her appointment on 16th August, 2012... The second news published in The Hindu, dated on 9th September, 2012, entitled, "Dalit women begin fast-unto-death."5 VILLUPURAM: The women's wing of the Viduthalai Chiruthaigal Katchi began an indefinite fast at Seshasamudram in Sankarapuram block near here on Saturday, demanding the right of way for their temple car procession. According to Thamayandhi, leader of the Mahalir Viduthalai Iyakkam, the protest was being organized to urge the authorities to enable the Dalits at Seshasmudram to take out a temple car procession without interruption 12 through the main thoroughfare. She said that 2000 caste Hindu families and 70 Dalit families were residing at Seshasamudram. During the annual Mariamman temple festival, each community used to take out a separate car procession on mutually agreed dates... "Moreover, with the transfer of Mr. Vivekanandan, the Dalits could not come across any government official who is ready to redress their grievances. Hence, the women have undertaken fastunto-death till their demand is conceded," Ms. Thamayandhi said. Lawlessness against the Untouchables It has become crystal clear that as far as human dignity is concerned, the Dalits have been underestimated, overlooked and simply ignored. In order to establish the already established order, the Hindus could go to any extend. The Hindus are prepared to use every means to suppress the Untouchables whenever the Untouchables try to upset it even in the slightest degree. The ordinary non-violent Hindu will not hesitate to use the utmost violence against the Untouchables. There is no cruelty, which he will not practice against them to sustain the established order. Not many will readily believe this. But this is a fact. For those who have any doubt on the point, I have given below some cases of tyrannies and oppressions practiced by the Hindus against the Untouchables, which have been reported from time to time in the newspapers. 2.1 The following news item appeared in "The Hindu", dated on 9th September, 2012. "A Dalit woman was assaulted, tortured and tonsured in Jayaghanta village under the Dhama police station limits of Odisha's Sambalpur district. Locals held her responsible for the death of a youngman named Sudam Mahananda. The Dalit woman's 18 year old daughter had eloped with Sudam. Unfortunately, Sudam died on the way. The villagers held that the Dalit woman and her family were responsible for Sudam's death. That is why; they did this brutal act against the woman." 2.2 What happens to an Untouchable if he remains seated on a cot in the presence of a Hindu can be seen from the following incident in 'Jiven' of July 1938. "Nanda Ram and Mangali Prasad of village Pachhahera, Police Post Margaon, Tehsil and District Sitapur, invited their friends and relatives for a communal feast. When the guests were sitting on cots and smoking, Thakkur 13 Sooraj Baksh Singh and Harpal Singh, Zamindars of the village, came there, sent for Nanda Ram and Mangali Prasad and asked who the people sitting and smoking there and why they were sitting on cots. Mangali Prasad said that they were his friends and relatives and asked if only Thakkurs could sit on cots. Enraged by this, the Thakkurs beat both the brothers and their men beat the guests severely as a result of which one man and one woman became senseless and others sustained serious injuries."6 2.3 Some of the Untouchables are Hindus. They are also citizens with the same civic rights. But the Untouchables cannot claim the right of the citizenship if it conflicts with any rules of the established order. For instance, no Untouchable can claim lodging in an inn even though it be pubic. In 'Jiven' of August 1938, is reported the experience of an Untouchable named Kannhaiya Lal Jatav of Fetegarh. "When I went to stay in Dharmashala near Allahabad Junction on 15th August 1938 at 10.00 p.m. there was no difficulty and I laid down on a cot after paying an advance of one rupee. But at 11.00 p.m. when the lodgers went to the manager of the Dharmashala to note down their addresses, and while noting down my address I put down my caste as Jatav, the Manager got wild and said that the Dharmashala was not meant for the stay of low caste people and asked me to get out at once. I pointed out to him that according to the rules of the Dharmashala, it was meant for Hindus only and there was no ban on Untouchables. So I am entitled to stay here. Then why are you asking me to leave. I also pleaded that being resident of Farrukabad and not acquainted with anyone in Allahabad there was no place where I could go at 11.00 p.m. On this, the Manager got furious and repeating the couplet from Ramayan (Shudras illiterate, cattle and women all these deserve to be beaten) said that in spite of being a low-caste he dared to talk about rules and law and will not get out unless he is beaten. Then suddenly he got my bedding etc., threw out of the Dharmashala and lay down on a plank of wood in front of shop facing the Dharmashala and had to pay annas 2 as rent to the shopkeeper for a night. I therefore, appeal to my Scheduled Caste brethren to hold meetings everywhere and request government to construct separate 14 Dharmashalas for our people in every town or to get all the existing Dharmashalas opened for us."7 2.4 Under the Established Order, the work of lifting and removing dead cattle as well as doing the scavenger's work is beneath the dignity of the Hindus. It must be done by the Untouchables. The Untouchables have also begun to think that it is derogatory to their status and are refusing to do it. The Untouchables, however, are forced by the Hindus to do it against their will. The 'Jiven' of June 1938 reports: "One day, in May 1938, Bhajju Ram Jatav of village Bipoli, police post Barla, district Aligarh was sitting in his house at about 11.00 a.m. When some Brahmins namely Prithik, Hodal, Sita Ram, Devi and Chuni, all of whom had lathis came and tried to force him to lift dead cattle; and when he refused saying that he was not used to that work and asked them to go to someone who does that sort of work, he was mercilessly belaboured with lathis." The same journal in its issue of October 1938 gives the following news item: "On 24th October, 1938, some cattle of a Brahmin of village Lodhari, Tehsil Sadabad, District Muttra, died. The Scheduled Caste people of the village who were asked to lift it refused to do so. This enraged the caste Hindus so much that they have asked the Scheduled Caste people neither to go their fields for ablutions nor to allow their cattle to graze in their (caste Hindus) fields."8 Annihi lat ion of Caste Ambedkar was fed up with the upper caste Hindus regarding the lawlessness against the Untouchables and the unbearable pain, which the Dalits had to face. He pondered how to rescue the Dalit community from the clutches of the mighty Hindus. He realized that unless and until the hierarchy based caste system is abolished; it is only a day-dream for the Dalit to have dignity and self-respect. Therefore, he envisaged that annihilation of caste is the one and only one way to liberate the Dalits from the dominant upper caste Hindus. Ambedkar held: "It is not possible to break Caste without annihilating the religious notions on which it, the Caste system is founded."9 Further, caste has become the biggest monster for Indian society, he feels. The caste system has broken the backbone of the Hindus. It creates inequality and repulsion towards each other. There is lack of unity among the Hindus because of the caste system. 15 The Hindu caste system has been divided into water-tight compartments. There is no unity among the Hindus unless and until there is a communal violence between the Hindu and Muslims. One Hindu is different from another Hindu although they belong to the same caste. Their way of living differs from each other. There is no associated bond among the Hindus. This makes the Hindu cowardice and they are in a state of timidity. On the other hand, the Sikhs and Mohammedans have shown an uncanny ability and associated bond to cope with the adversities. They could defend the enemy quite comfortably. The question naturally arises: From where does the Sikh or the Mohammedan derive his strength, which makes him brave and fearless?10 I am sure it is not due to relative superiority of physical strength, diet or drill. It is due to the strength arising out of the feeling that all Sikhs will come to the rescue of a Sikh when he is in danger and that all Mohammedans will rush to save a Muslim if he is attacked. The Hindu can derive no such strength. He cannot feel assured that his fellows will come to his help. Being one and fated to be alone he remains powerless, develops timidity and cowardice arid in a fight surrenders or runs away. The Sikh as well as the Muslim stands fearless and gives battle because he knows that though one he will not be alone. The presence of this belief of the one helps him to hold out and the absence of it in the other makes him to give way. If you pursue this matter further and ask what is it that enables the Sikh and the Mohammedan to feel so assured and why is the Hindu filled with such despair in the matter of help and assistance you will find that the reasons for this difference lie in the difference in their associated mode of living. The associated mode of life practiced by the Sikhs and the Mohammedans produces fellowfeeling. The associated mode of life of the Hindus does not. Among Sikhs and Muslims there is social cement which makes them Bhais. Among Hindus there is no such cement and one Hindu does not regard another Hindu as his Bhai. This explains why a Sikh says and feels that one Sikh, or one Khalsa is equal to Sava Lakh men. This explains why one Mohammedan is equal to a crowd of Hindus. This difference is undoubtedly a difference due to caste. Therefore, for the betterment of the Hindus, caste system should be annihilated. Is Hindu religion is a missionary religion or not? It is a controversial and debatable issue. Some hold the view that it was never a missionary religion. Others hold that it was. That the Hindu religion was once a missionary religion must be admitted. It could not have spread over the face of India, if it was not a missionary religion. That today it is not a missionary religion is also a fact which must be accepted. The question, therefore, is not whether or not the Hindu religion was a missionary religion. The real question is why did 16 the Hindu religion cease to be a missionary religion? This is my answer. Hindu religion ceased to be a missionary religion when the Caste System grew up among the Hindus. Caste is inconsistent with conversion. Inculcation of beliefs and dogmas is not the only problem that is involved in conversion. To find a place for the convert in the social life of the community is another and a much more important problem that arises in connection with conversion. That problem is where to place the convert, in what caste? It is a problem which must baffle every Hindu wishing to make aliens converts to his religion. Unlike the club the membership of a caste is not open to all and sundry. The law of caste confines its membership to person born in the caste. Castes are autonomous and there is no authority anywhere to compel a caste to admit a new-comer to its social life. Hindu society being a collection of castes and each caste being a close corporation there is no place for a convert. Thus it is the caste which has prevented the Hindus from expanding and from absorbing other religious communities. So long as caste remains, Hindu religion cannot be made a missionary religion.11 The effect of caste on the ethics of the Hindus is simply deplorable. Caste has killed public spirit. Caste has destroyed the sense of public charity. Caste has made public opinion impossible. A Hindu's public is his caste. His responsibility is only to his caste. His loyalty is restricted only to his caste. Virtue has become caste-ridden and morality has become caste-bound. There is no sympathy to the deserving. There is no appreciation of the meritorious. There is no charity to the needy. Suffering as such calls for no response. There is charity but it begins with the caste and ends with the caste. There is sympathy but not for men of other caste. Rel igious Conversion Ambedkar failed to realize the dream of annihilating the caste on account of the strong oppose of the mighty Hindus. In order to give up the Hindu religion, he neither embraced Christianity nor Islam. He maintains that Buddhism is the viable and feasible solution to rescue the Dalit community. Hence, he embraced Buddhism on 14th October, 1956 at Nagpur, Maharastra before he died on 6th December, 1956.12 On the same day, around 8, 00000 lakhs of supporters embraced Buddhism. This was the largest conversion in a single day in the world. By the influence of Ambedkar, most of them gave up meat eating and even gave up degrading occupations and drowned their Hindu household gods and goddesses. It was the spontaneous act and understandably so, but they had no idea what it meant to be a true Buddhist, for Dr. Ambedkar's revolution was a counter revolution, an 17 effort to establish an alternative society to that of Hindu society which was based on inequality, which ranged one community above the other, thus holding downtrodden communities in slavery, the worst kind of which was the mental slavery, with no urge to develop but to languish in the state which was not of their making but of the making of the high-caste Brahmins. In May 1956, a talk by Ambedkar titled "Why I like Buddhism and how it is useful to the world in its present circumstances" was broadcast from the British Broadcasting Corporation, London.13 In his talk Ambedkar said: I prefer Buddhism because it gives three principles in combination, which no other religion does. Buddhism teaches prajna (understanding as against superstition and supernaturalism), karuna (love), and samata (equality). This is what man wants for a good and happy life. Neither god nor soul can save society. In his last speech delivered in Bombay on 24th May, 1956 in which he declared his resolve to embrace Buddhism, Ambedkar observed:" Hinduism believes in God. Buddhism has no God. Hinduism believes in soul. According to Buddhism, there is no soul. Hinduism believes in Chaturvarnya and the caste system. Buddhism has no place for the caste system and Chaturvarnya.14 The Contribution of Ambedkar The contribution of Ambedkar towards the upliftment and dignity of the Dalit community is remarkable and phenomenal. The amount of injustice, cruelty, oppression and suppression had given to the Dalits, is simply unbelievable and unforgivable. No one try to wipe out this sheer injustice? Ambedkar was a God gift to the Dalit community. He was the only person, who not only tried to wipe out this caste system, but also did his level best to eliminate the hierarchy based caste system. Ideas of high and low had crept into the Hindu society; Ambedkar suffered because of this; he also fought hard against such differences; later he became the first Law Minister in free India. The credit for making a Law and creating the necessary atmosphere to wipe out 'Untouchability' goes to Ambedkar. The 'Untouchables' are Hindus. Therefore, the doors of temples should open to them. If the Hindus can touch the Christians and the Muslims, why should they not touch the people who are themselves Hindus and who worship the Hindu Gods? This was Ambedkar's argument.15 He gave a call that people who practice and support 'Untouchability' should be punished. Some people argue that the 'Untouchables' were not yet fit for equality. The Hindus say that they want independence and democracy. How can a people who have temple upon all the liberties of a backward group aspire to democracy? 18 Ambedkar argue like this and thundered that these people had no right to speak of justice and democracy. In 1927 there was a big conference. It resolved that there should be no caste differences in the Hindu Dharma and that people of all castes should be allowed to work as priests in temples. The Chowdar Tank dispute went to the court. The court decided that tanks are public property. The 'Untouchables' who have been subjected to humiliation for hundreds of years should find justice. For this purpose Ambedkar indicated a few clear steps. No section of the Hindus should be kept out of temples. There should be more representatives of the 'Untouchables' in the legislatures. The government should not nominate these representatives. The people should elect them. The government should employ the 'Untouchables' in larger numbers in the army and the police department.16 Those who suffer in the Hindu society should get justice. This was Ambedkar's rocklike decision. He was prepared to oppose anybody to reach his goal. The British Government invited several Indian leaders to discuss the problems of India. The conferences were held in London; they were called the "Round Table Conference". Gandhiji also took part in them. At the Round Table Conferecne, Ambedkar spoke angrily against the government. He said that the backward sections did not enjoy equality with other sections, even under the British Government; the British had just followed the ways of the other Hindus. That was a time when Gandhiji was very popular in India. Millions of people followed his footsteps with devotion. Ambedkar openly opposed Gandhiji's views on how justice should be secured for the 'Untouchables'. He supported the views which seemed right to him. Ambedkar secured for the Harijans (the Untouchables) 'separate electorates' at the Second Round Table Conference in 1931.17 As a result, the Harijans could elect their representatives separately. But Gandhiji could not agree with Ambedkar. Conclusion From the above analysis, it shows that Ambedkar has tried his level best to give dignity to the Dalit community and at the same time, how to rescue the Dalits from the clutches of the mighty Hindus. He framed certain rules and regulations to safeguard the Dalits. He also opened a new window for the Dalits to convert into the Buddhism, where there is no caste, inequality, and no one is above or below the other. Every human being has self respect and dignity. There is equality between men and women. He challenged the 19 upper caste Hindus, the struggle for human dignity will continue unless and until the mighty Hindu castes are ready to embrace the Dalits into the Hindu fold and treat them on par with them. References : 1. Raj Kumar, Encyclopaedia of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Vol. 4, Commonwealth Publishers Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi, 2010, pp. 131-135. 2. Ibid. 3. Ibid. 4. "Now, the food they cook is untouchable", published in The Hindu, dated on 04/09/2012, p. 4. http://www.thehindu.com 5. "Dalit women begin fast-unto-death", published in The Hindu, dated on 09/09/2012, p. 3. http://www.thehindu.com 6. Raj Kumar, Encyclopaedia of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Vol. 4, pp. 229-231. 7. Ibid. 8. Ibid. 9. H.M. Singh, K.C. Kaushik, S.R. Sharma (Eds.), B.R. Ambedkar on the Removal of Untouchability, Sarup & Sons publishers, New Delhi, 2008, pp. 26-67. 10. Ibid. 11. Ibid. 12. S.P. Sharma, Ambedkar and Socio Political Revival in India, Vista International Publishing House, Delhi, 2009, pp. 105-110. 13. Ibid. 14. Ibid. 15. S.N. Prasad, Life & Works of Ambedkar, ABD publishers, New Delhi, 2010, pp. 131-133. 16. Ibid. 17. Ibid. 20 2. B.R. AMBEDKAR'S IDEAS ON EGALITARIAN SOCIETY AND HINDU SOCIAL SYSTEM: THE CIRCULATION OF SOCIAL JUSTICE IN 21ST CENTURY Deepesh Nandan Abstract In spite of development in social-economic and political sectors in our country, still there are caste violence and discrimination exist among the Dalits and Women, which challenges the human dignity of these weaker section. As a result, they have remained excluded from the benefits of education and jobs, also the economically, political socially life has been ruined. Ambedkar being a rationalist thinker critically see the Hindu's traditional social system in order to build a just and egalitarian society. Ambedkar's philosophy revolved around how to avail the social justice for various sections of the Indian society as he tried to achieve it through the socio-economic and political participation among the depressed castes. As a result, He argues that without any political rights we could not change the society and gain social justice for all. So, he emphasizes not only between different castes of Hindu social order but also with in the Human civilisation. In the 21st century as our nation is witnessing the inequality, injustice, economic backwardness etc. are mostly fuelled by the caste discrimination and caste violence among the various castes. To eradicate all these social evils, Ambedkar's work on build a just and egalitarian society is more necessary for not only to understand the social orders but also for remove the present day's social evils of the Indian society. Keywords: Social Justice, Counter Revolution, Discrimination, Rights and Humanity Introduction India is one of the largest social democratic countries in the world. Also, its Constitution gives emphasis for the democratic nation and safeguards of the each and every human being. This article focuses on the issue of discrimination against depressed caste by social system. As the constitution of India defines that the marginalized castes must be secured, but, the one section is facing atrocities and exploitation in the various corners of the country in modern period. Further, the violation of human rights and atrocities against Dalits, it raises question about the government's role and theory of social justice. It is an 21 attempt to identify the reasons for perpetuation of violence on Dalits in spite of various safeguards provided under the Constitution and legislations enacted by the Parliament over a period of time. In contemporary period, human being reached in 21st century and India has been developed in various perspectives (economic, political, and social). Further the importance of social Justice for development of Dalits, if Indian Constitution provides Social Justice for all. Then, what are the real limitations to see the Hindu social system Social and Justice? In this regard, it is imperative to conceptualise the term of social justice. Social Just ice : Concept and Issues The ideas of social justice applied solely to a particular people or nation with the intention of redressing effects of hierarchical inequalities, particularly inherited inequalities. 'What is justice?' Perhaps since then, this has been one of the most vital questions of social and political ethics. In other hand, the social justice being a multi-dimensional concept, it has been viewed by scholars of law, philosophy and political science with differences. The term social justice is quite comprehensive. The Social justice is a bundle of rights, it is Ambedkar's Vision: Social Justice balancing wheel between upper to down. It is a great social value in providing a stable society and in securing the unity of the country. In legal point of view, Social justice may be defined as "the right of the weak, aged, destitute, and deprived, women, children and other under-privileged castes". As a result, most moral and political philosophers are treating injustice as the simple absence of justice: as Justice in the time of transition a kind of situation, where the principles of justice are premeditated to manage or eradication of injustice. Plato defined Social Justice as, "the principle of a society consisting of different types of men... who have combined the impulse of their need for one another and their concentration on their combination in one society and their concentration on their separate function, have made a whole which is perfect because it is the product of image of the whole of the human mind (Annas 1981)" it means, his theory of Justice is based upon equal treatments for all human beings but in Indian scenario it is very complex about Justice for the Downgraded Castes because Indian society is based upon the grading system. In this regard, it is critical to conceptualise the term of Egalitarian society and Hindu Social system. An Egal itar ian Society and Hindu Social System: Its revolution and counter-revolution The caste system is the result of the Hindu belief in Vedas, Smartis, Ramayana, Mahabharata and Geeta. The four castes eventually developed into a social assortment of 22 thousands sub castes, with the Untouchables at the end of the list or more precisely outside the grade. Such a rigid caste system is not found anywhere in the world outside India. A person is born into a caste. Once born in that caste, his status is determined and absolute. The birth decides one's status and this cannot be altered irrespective of any talent that a person may develop or wealth a person may collect. The Hindu Social is based up on the tow pillars, first is that Caste, and second major pillars that known as Chaturvarnya. It means Hindu social system is based upon the grading which is doing one thing divided to the human society that based on the caste system and killing human spirit (Ambedkar 1936). In worldwide, the personalities like Abraham Lincoln, Martin Luther King, and Mandela tried their best at least to minimize the injustice that had been unleashed towards the downtrodden sections. In India, Gauttam Buddha, Mahavira, Kabir, Nanak and Ravidas played their social and religious role at some time or the other to reform the Indian society. Besides these, numerous socio-religious reform movements had deep linkages with the cause of the untouchables who were labelled with a serious stigma in the name of Hinduism. All these personalities are focuses morality and humanity that means everybody having equal participation in the world in all the fields. It is to note that almost all reform movements who tried to liberate the untruly from the stigma of caste system. Mahatma Jyotiba Phule was the father of Non-Brahmin Movement in India. He had greatly contributed to the emergence of independent labour, peasant, Dalit and women upliftment movements in India. Thus, his movement was against the practice of untouchability and Casteism and caste and class, he restlessly fought against the gender. He gave organizational structure to his movement and has created mass scale awakening among the Shudras and Ati-Shudra non-Brahmins. Even, he launched movement against widow practices and opened widow rehabilitation centres (Ashrams). He also had fought for the safeguard the interests and rights of the women, depressed castes peasants and landless labours. He had opened schools for women, Shudra and untouchable communities in Poona and around Poona. Subsequently, Jyotiba Phule declared a social revolution against the Upper castes and he was the first reformer in India who belonged to Non-Brahman and had developed a mass awakening. He also established a new platform for his ideology from Sathya Shodhak Samaj (Truth Seeking Society) in 1873 at Pune in Maharashtra and also he started many branches in other parts of the country. Thus, they had brought revolutionary transformation ideas among the Depressed Castes (Begari 2010:414). 23 In the context, further, Phule's ideas forwarded by B. R. Ambedkar. He developed new egalitarian values like, equality, liberty, fraternity and democracy. He believed the Social justice from the perspective of Indian society and the function of its institution on the moral grounds. Further, B. R. Ambedkar argues that the social justice means equal opportunity for all and no discrimination based on caste, sex, religion, gender and region. However, Indian society is based upon the Verndharma. According to Ambedkar, "...My ideal would be a society based on the liberty, equality and liberty and fraternity... what objection can there to be fraternity? I cannot imagine any. Ideal society should be mobile, should be full of channels for conveying a change taking place in one part to other parts" (Ambedkar 1987:18). Further, he especially emphasis on rationality of Hindu social order, which completely negated equality, liberty and fraternity, and also justice for the marginalities groups. Ambedkar argues that Hindu society does not have the specification to be called as a society, because Hindu social system is based upon the caste system and laws of Mnausmarti (Zelliot 1992:80). So, the main problem is the caste system that preventing common activity and it has prevented the Hindu from becoming a society with a unified life and consciousness of its own. Hindu society based upon the isolation and exclusiveness and this is a main feature of the Hindu social system and its main objective is that to prevent to the solidarity of human-hood (Ambedkar 1936). Moreover, the caste system is killing to sense of humanity. In this contrast, M. K. Gandhi was opposing the Untouchability but he did not oppose the Caste system and established to Verna system. Whereas, M. K. Gandhi's interested was to preserve the traditional social order. Thus, Ambedkar's project rested on questioning the traditionally Hindu social system in system to bullied a just an egalitarian society (Ambedkar 1943:12). In this regard, the caste system only creating discrimination, violence, crime and inferiority between human beings. In other word, the Hindu Social system is destroying the sprit of welfare and sprit of humanity (Ambedkar 1936). Even in modern India, those problems are continuing in different forms. It is only favour in inequality and exploitation of society and no space for humankind and social justice for human beings. Subsequently, the Hindu Social system is deciding work basis on birth neither quality of human and also doing narrow-down rights of women and Dalits. In this regard, the Mnausmarti said that the women never be free, as she in early stage live under his father and during young age under his husband and old age under his son. It is not only stopped here, Manusmarti 24 forbidden their rights to to read and live the life happily. If examine to the Egalitarian society, it is based on humankind and welfare for all and no space for any discrimination, inequality and grading system. Ambedkar says "Even Though, I am born a Hindu but I will not die a Hindu (1935)" As a result, Ambedkar wanted to annihilate the caste system it means; he wanted annihilation to the Hindu social system and want to establish a new egalitarian society. Today, India is a democracy country as it is based upon the Social Egalitarian philosophy of B. R. Ambedkar. Rights , Discrimination and Humanity Although, Indian Constitution is based upon on equal participation and social justice for all and no discrimination on the basis of caste, religion, birth, language and place etc. But, reality is totaly different, if we examine on the grassroots level, there are many social problems for one section which bases on caste and religion in 21st century also in modern India. Indian Constitution is describing rights for citizen as freedom of speech, equal treatment, right to religion, right to education and right to vote etc. there are emphases on the humanity and also maintain socio-economic & political participation for all. It is common experiences that discrimination and crimes going on one section which are associated with Hindu social System. Because, it philosophy is based upon the hierarchy which is fixed by the birth. Subsequently, Ambedkar argued that Hindu Law is established the Brahmanical philosophy. The Untouchables had nothing to do and accept and respect it. The Untouchables have no right against the Upper Castes. For them there is no equal right, no justice, which due to them and nothing is allowed to them excluding what the dominant castes are prepared to grant. The Situation of Social Just ice in 21st Century The achievement of social justice implies the removal of the inequalities in social, political and economic life and the creation for a just society. It has taken on a specific meaning in the context of Indian society, where it has been come to for justice for those social groups to whom it had been systematically denied in the past. Ambedkar envisioned that social justice could be brought about only when political democracy is extended into the social and economic fields as well. However, he insisted that breaking the monopoly of the one-time political and social elites has to be done through constitutional means. Ambedkar was also aware of the existing corruption and prejudices in the Indian administrative and judiciary system. He believed in right of equal participation, and that the 25 assimilation of the objectives of the marginalized groups of society in rules and policy is not sufficient to ensure social justice, but that the incorporation of individuals from these groups in the administration is also a necessary condition for distributing justice. In this context Ambedkar while advocating for special treatments for the social justice to depressed caste in Indian government, he argued that "The power to administer laws is not less important than the power make to laws. And the spirit of the legislation may easily be violated if not nullified by the machinery of the administrators (Ambedkar 1979:256)." Dalits are more nomadic than Upper Castes in the country today, and they have been trying to assert their rights and establish their own identity in society. This does not mean that Dr. B.R. Ambedkar tried to uplift the Dalits only; on the contrary he was interested in the creation of an egalitarian society without any caste discrimination and untouchability. His important contribution was that he strived to reform restructure and transform contemporary Indian society. Vivek Kumar argues that Ambedkar's theory of justice is intersected by Plato, Hobs, J.S. Mill and Rawls etc. (Jogdand 2008:20). However, his philosophy is based on social justice and he is the first person who created a new approach for justice for depressed castes in India. Even today, theory of justice could not apply on Indian society, because, the Indian society is based on grading (Caste) system. Verna System is a setting of reservation for Upper caste and denied all rights for Dalits in India. Conclusion Despite decades of struggle and conflict, Dalits are facing widespread discrimination and inhumane treatment from a society in 21st century in India. They are calling to them Panchmas, Untouchables, Harijans or Dalits. Human beings are essentially social animals. They are by nature interrelated and interdependent. A person can develop his or her personality only in the human society. For this purpose every human being, above all, needs the recognition that befits a human being. Caste society cannot provide the atmosphere and space required for authentic human development. As a result, B.R. Ambedkar called upon the Hindus to annihilate the caste system, which is a great hindrance to social solidarity, humanity, and to set up a new egalitarian social order based on the ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity in consonance with the principles of democracy. In 21st century, the untouchables are usually regarding as objects of political participation but political parties ignore them as they are not interested to protect 26 their political participation and social justice. The importance and necessity of communal and adequate representation of Dalits is beyond question. Ambedkar's socio-economic and political thoughts were primarily based on the social ground realities of Indian society. He was the prominent advocate of social justice and welfare of all, which is the foundation of national governance and social democracy. Ambedkar provides a new dimension to social philosophy and making modern India. He strongly advocated that untouchability his not a religious system but an economic system which is worse than slavery. He had a distinctive approach to the oppression of women and Dalits in India. Ambedkar's commencement of emancipatory politics proceeded beyond a comprehensive name of oppression, which is another name of untouchability. India can never be truly free until the last Indian segment of Dalits and STs are free. Ambedkar wanted that Dalits, backwards, minorities and women to look back to their history and re-establish their supremacy by defeating the counter revolutionary forces led by the champions of Brahmanism. Ambedkar came to the right conclusion that the teachings of Buddha could elevate the status of India. Fighting these evil forces with determination and strengthening the unity of democratic and secular forces were therefore, the best way in which we can uphold the social philosophy of Ambedkar and pay our tribute to Dr. B.R. Ambedkar who shines as the symbol of uprising against all unjust structures of the Hindu social system. At last, He was also India's first thinker who played important role to make the point clear that India is not yet a nation, but a nation in the creation. References :   Ambedkar, B. R. (1987), Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Writing and Speeches Vol. 3, Bombay: Department of Education, Government of Maharashtra.   Ambedkar, B. R. (1987), Writings and Speeches, vol. 5, Bombay: Department of Education, Government of Maharashtra, p. 32.   Ambedkar, B. R. (1990). Annihilation of Caste: An Undelivered Speech. Arnold Publishers. Ambedkar, B. R. (1943), Mr. Gandhi and the Emancipation of the Untouchables. Thacker & Company, Limited.   Ambedkar, D. B. (1979). Writings and Speeches, vol. 4, Bombay: Department of Education, Government of Maharashtra, p. 256. 27   Annas, J. (1981), an introduction to Plato's Republic.   Begari, J. (2010), Jyotirao Phule: A Revolutionary Social Reformer, Vol. LXXI, No.2 Indian Journal Political Science, p.414.   Ilaiah, K. (2005). Why I am not a Hindu: A Sudra critique of Hindutva philosophy, culture and political economy.   Jogdand, P. G., Bansode, P. P., & Meshram, N. G. (Eds.) (2008), Globalization and Social Justice: Perspectives, Challenges, and Praxis. Rawat Publications.   Zelliot, E. (1992), From Untouchable to Dalit: Essays on the Ambedkar movement, Delhi: Manohar, p. 80 28 3. NEW CONCEPTUALISATION OF MAN AND SOCIETY: ROLE OF DR.B.R.AMBEDKAR Bhumika Sharma V. R.Krishna Iyer, "Ambedkar was a great dissenter against the unjust social order but the value of his dissenting voice was not negative. His protest was positive and a vote for the construction of a just system where everyone had the freedom to assert his views." In 1990, after 34 years of his leaving body, he was resurrected into new life on the national scene, by being conferred the highest civil awardBharat Ratna Award, posthumously. Both Ambedkar and Gandhi had come to be considered as the ideals by different sections of population, divided on traditional lines. He became the first man in history to correctly diagnose the ills of Indian society in the context of Hindu religion. Instead of suggesting to others, he himself raised the banner of social, political , economic and religious revolution. The present paper aims to highlight the role of Dr.Ambedkar in giving two new conceptsnew concept of man i.e. Samatagrahi and the new concept of society i.e. Samata Samaj. He laid emphasis on the part to be played by Samatagrahi in uprooting social evils and reforming the society. Man as Samatagrahi Man himself is the creator of his own social being including the resultant virtues and evils. Man is the creator, reformer and also rebellious by nature. The existence of human beings lies in reform and rebellion against exploitation, oppression, injustice and other social evils. He believed in Trinity principles and that their collective pursual would enable man to retain his natural character of reformer, rebel and creator. Such a man aims at the establishment of a Samata Samaj . Thus the follower of the trinity principles becomes a Samatagrahi. Samatagrahi must be committed to bring Equality among the people and throughout his life; he is determined to work for it. Relat ionship between Man and Society His concept of and society upheld the human tradition with new insight in a different human situation. Ambedkar put better social sense in the efforts for winning the 29 freedom and for restoration of human rights. His approach to life was empirical and realistic. He honestly described the human situation as it had apparently existed before his eyes. He regarded human society as mobile where one change is communicated to the other parts of the society. There must be social endosmosis i.e. varied and free points of contact with other modes of association. Though individuals form a society, yet they have to work in the depths of the social being. For him, the social structure is permeated with an intelligent co-operation on the part of its people and it continues through the communication of feelings of equality and fraternity. The society is a subtle web of interindividual relationship. His vision of a new social order is obviously in contrast to the Gandhian and ecoromanticist position. His vision is more in conformity with Marx. He believed that human history is a history of progress, a forward movement. Dr.Ambedkar literally stands on the highest pedestal, symbolized by his statutes depicting him standing high holding ---He taught lessons of morality, unity and equality. As a humanist, he was a believer in the balanced growth of all sides of man's life. According to him, human life cannot be divided into watrer-tight compartments. There is a close coordination among all the aspects of human lifesocial, political, economic, moral, religious. His humanism thought of man only as an empirical subject – man who lived in human society. It proceeded from his deep reactions to sorrow and suffering of the lowly and the poorest in Indian society. As a democratic humanist he believed in three fundamental standards for governing the individual and social life. The standards are liberty, equality and fraternity. The inherent dynamic humanism in his ideas and concepts lays stress on the need of egalitarian principles and social justice. Conclusion Unlike a drop of water which loses its identity when it joins the ocean, man does not lose his being in the society in which he lives. Man's life is independent. He is born not for the development of the society alone, but for the development of his self. A great man is different from an eminent one in that he is ready to be the servant of the society. Thus the role of Dr. B.R.Ambedkar lies in the fact that he believed in inter-dependence between man and society. The purpose of human life is incomplete unless he finds his role in the society. The growth of individual is actually the growth of the society. 30 References :   Sudershan Aggarwal (ed) , Dr. B.R.Ambedkar – The Man and His message , Princeton Hall Of India Private Ltd. , New Delhi, 1991.   D.R.Jatava, B.R.Ambedkar – Study in Society and Politics, National Publishing House, Jaipur, 1998.   B.S.Murthy, Depressed and Oppressed, S.Chand and Co. Pvt. Ltd. , New Delhi, 1994.   V.R,Krishna Iyer, Dr Ambedkar and the Dalit Future, B.R.Publishing Corporation, Delhi, 1990.   K.David Pandyan, Dr. B.R.Ambedkar and the Dynamics of Neo – Buddhism, Gyan Publishing House, New Delhi,   Raj Kumar, Ambedkar and Politics, Commonwealth Publishers Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi, 2011. 31 4. SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY OF DR. B.R. AMBEDKAR BEHIND EDUCATION Harmandeep Kaur Abstract Dr. B.R. Ambedkar said that every educational institute from primary school to University College should be an agency of change. Ambedkar strongly held that education should be a priority for the society and utilised for growth of individuals with character. This paper focuses on the philosophical thoughts of Ambedkar in context to education. Ambedkar wanted a type of education that not only inculcates awareness and fulfilment of human rights among citizen but also teaches human dignity and justice in India. According to him Education could open the eyes and encourage the oppressed ones to fight and remove injustice and exploitation they are suffering from ages. He recognized that, lack of education was the main cause for the backwardness of poor people. He preferred humanistic education which enables a man to rediscover himself and ensure freedom rather than being a student of the church, school or the state. He put all his efforts to ensure the educational opportunities to all the citizens of independent India without any discrimination, for which he framed some rights in Indian Constitution. Key words : Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Education and Social Justice IntroductionDr . B.R Ambedkar was not only the father of Indian Constitution but was a great freedom fighter, political leader, philosopher, thinker, writer, economist, editor, and a revivalist for Buddhism in India. His Educational philosophy stresses on development of persons and their environment. Ambedkar strongly believed that education should be provided without any discrimination to all the citizens of independent India. "Education is something which ought to be brought within the reach of every one." was the fundamental thought of Dr. B.R Ambedkar. Ambedkar believed in liberal education and based on religious inspiration of non -theistic nature. Education according to Ambedkar was a blend of pragmatism of Dewey and 'dhamma' of Buddha. He thought that education would enlighten his people and bridge the gap between the higher classes and untouchables. 32 The Purpose of Education according to Ambedkar "The object of primary education is to see that every child that enters the portals of a primary school does leave it only at a stage when it becomes literate and continues to be literate throughout the rest of his life." -B.R. Ambedkar Ambedkar identified two purposes of knowledge: first, to acquire it for betterment of others and secondly to use it for one's own betterment. Ambedkar has also argued against professional learning (The British Educational System) which aims at creating a clerical nature of workers. Ambedkar emphasized on secular education for social emancipation and freedom. Education has the sole purpose to enlighten the depressed classes so as to enhance their cause of social, economic and political upliftment. The social and ethical philosophy of Ambedkar aimed at making the depressed people aware to change their thoughts and old behavior-patterns and to move forward in the direction of unity and freedom through education. The basic theme of his philosophy of education was to inculcate the values of liberty, equality, fraternity, justice and moral character among the boys and girls of all religion, region, class and caste. Ambedkar listed these three components as objectives for policy makers: 1) Recasting the aims and purposes of education, 2) Education as an instrument of substantive equality, 3) Women's education (Velaskar, 2012). Meaning of Social Just ice according to Ambedkar Dr. B.R. Ambedkar held that every citizen of India must be treated equally and should not be deprived of any opportunity and equality based on gender, work and caste differences. Therefore, the social justice for him is associated with social equality and individual rights. He wanted to establish a society in which an individual is the centre of all social purposes, a society which is based on equality, equity of opportunities, liberty and fraternity. 33 Education as a tool to ensure Social Just ice Dr. B.R. Ambedkar wanted an educational system which would serve all. Ambedkar educational model was a socialist one based on Buddhist ideology. According to Ambedkar, the society must be based on reason, and not on traditions of caste system. ''The backward classes have come to realize that after all education is the greatest material benefit for which they can fight. We may forgo material benefits, we may forgo material benefits of civilization, but we cannot forgo our right and opportunities to reap the benefit of the highest education to the fullest extent. That is the importance of this question from the point of view of the backward classes who have just realized that without education their existence is not safe.'' (BAWSVol.2, 1982). Ambedkar's ideas for the untouchables was to raise their educational standards so that they may know their own condition, have aspirations and rise to the level of higher class and be in the position to use political power as a means. Educate, agitate and organize are three final words of Ambedkar to Untouchables to raise themselves in the society. He believed that liberation of depressed classes is based on education as an educated person can assert their rights and be motivated for development. It not only trains the human mind to think but also to take the right decision to ensure social justice. "It is the education which is the right weapon to cut the social slavery and it is the education which will enlighten the downtrodden masses to come up and gain social status, economic betterment and political freedom" Dr. B.R.Ambedkar Ambedkar awaked the Dalits regarding the injustice – social, economic and political and make them aware of the possibilities of establishing a society in which they could be given equal rights, respect and opportunities and regarded as equals. Educational Rights given to Depressed Class and Women Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, as the Chairman of the Drafting Committee, tried an adequate inclusion of women's and depressed classes rights in the constitution of India. He looked upon law as the instrument of creating a just social order. He incorporated the values of liberty, equality and fraternity in the Indian Constitution. 34 To ensure equal rights of education to depressed class, special provisions are given which includes- Article 30(1) which gives the linguistic or religious minorities the right to establish and administer educational institutions of their choice. Article 30(2) bars the state, while granting aid to educational institutions, from discriminating against any educational institution on the ground that it is under the management of a linguistic or a religious minority. Article 29 (2) of the Constitution of India defines the protection of interest of minorities and ensures that no citizen shall be denied admission into any educational institution maintained by the State receiving aid out of State funds on grounds only of religion, race, caste, language or any of them. Article 46 directs the state to promote with special care, the educational and economic interests of the weaker section of the people and to protect them from social injustice and all forms of exploitation. Relevance of Dr. Ambedkar 's Philosophy of Education Dr.B.R. Ambedkar had constantly fought to eradicate birth-based oppression where the basic amenities like education, employment, housing, equal opportunities are restricted for the benefit and development of the few upper classes. Equality in every aspect is reflected in the constitution and proves to be an important element is its composition. The NCERT says, "Across the country, enormous strides towards establishing schools within the reach of every habitation have been made. Attempts to put larger number of children through schooling have proved to be successful. But pockets of children still remain to be reachedchildren from the socially weaker sections, those belonging to the scheduled castes and tribes, those belonging to the minority groups, and particularly girls, in each of these groups. The need of the hour is to identify the extraordinary socio-cultural circumstances which restrict these children from accessing schools." Hence despite of making constitutional legal rights, the children and youth of depressed classes are not able to enjoy the equal and quality education. In the Indian society, people are illiterate and they are not aware about education as well as their basic rights of the life, still people are facing caste discrimination in society. The education system projects itself as a tool for empowerment, upliftment and equality for depressed sections. But social perspective has not changed its image. Dalit students in 35 today's knowledge and technological laden era, are still facing the rejection from their teachers who give priority to so called upper caste students. The lower castes are still sidelined from the learning process and are harshly treated. Although for economic upliftment of these students government but maximum students are giving scholarships under various schemes are devoid of awareness about these scholarships. Conclusion For Ambedkar, education was the main key to open the doors of light, vision and wisdom. Ambedkar had taken education as the main tool to bring social change. He believed that education can act as an change agent to bring equality in the society. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar had done plentiful to awake the depressed class, to make them aware of their situation, to raise their voice and showed them education as a path for their political, economical and social upliftment. He motivated the Dalits to merge with the upper caste in social, economic and political aspects through the slogan of educate, agitate and organise. Also he ensured educational rights of all sections of Indian society by providing certain rights under the Article 30 and 29 in Indian constitution. References :   Government of Maharashtra, (1982). Babasaheb Ambedkar:Writings and Speeches,Vol. 2.   Nithiya, P. (2012) Ambedkar's vision on the Empowerment of dalit education. International Journal of Multidisciplinary Educational Research. 1 (2), 47-52   Rafaqi. M (2013). Dalit Education and Government Policies. Research Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences.3 (3).   Sirswal. R. D. (2011). Dr.Ambedkar's Ideas on Education and social change. Weslyan Journal of Research. 4 (1), 180-183.   Sonpimple, U. and Mohankumar, A. (2014). Amplifying ignored voices through education: Drawing lines with Ambedkar. Available at http://roundtableindia.co.in   Sowbhagya , G. (2014). Dr. B.R. Ambedkar Philosophy on Higher Education and its Relevance to the present society. International Educational E-Journal.3,(2), 177181. Available at www oiirj.org   Sukla, D. (2011). Dr.B.R. Ambedkar Vision towards Gender Equality. Available at http://www.lawyersclubindia.com 36   Thiagarajan, A.P. (1981). A Study of the Scheduled Caste Students in Some Secondary Schools of Tamil Nadu. Indian Education, 11, (5), 22-26.   Valeskar. P. (2012). Education for liberation: Ambedkar's Thought and Dalit Women's Perspective. Sage. 9, (2), 245-271. Available at http://www.baou.edu.in/drbabasaheambedkar.shtm   Waghmare, N. (2007). Dr. B.R.Ambedkar's Contribution To Buddhist Education In India. Available at Countercurrents.org 37 5. DR. B.R. AMBEDKAR AS A SOCIAL REFORMER Hiralal Mahato & Urmi Saha There are many famous people in the world. Some are well known in their own community, city, or country. Others are known worldwide. However, just knowing the name of some famous does not mean that you truly know him. It does not mean that you know details about his background and what he is really like as a person. Some people around the world heard something about Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, even thought he lived in India during this period of the late 18th and the middle of the 19th century. Yet, many are confused about who Dr. B.R. Ambedkar really was. Some say that he was merely a good man. Others claim that he was nothing more than a Dalit Leader. Still others believe that Dr. B.R. Ambedkar is the father of the Indian Constitution. But we personally felt after reading some books on his works and his vision towards India, he has a versatile genius as he was also a serious scholar, good teacher, efficient lawyer, devoted leader, committed writer, distinguished educationist, social rebel, powerful debater. He was an authoritative constitutionalist, an able administrator, liberal emancipator, master statesman, daring liberator of the downtrodden masses and a fearless fighter for human rights. We can proudly say Bharata Ratna Dr. B.R. Ambedkar was a man of versatile personality, the great economist, constitutional, social reformer, political thinker, defender of the oppressed and, above all, a great humanist. Throughout his life he fought to establish the basic principles liberty, equality and fraternity in all areas of life in society. To achieve these use their mental caliber and followed constitutional methods. His whole life was a struggle for the emancipation of the exploited. He had taken the utmost care to write the liberal Constitution so that the citizens of this country to enjoy fundamental rights without discrimination of caste, color and creed, place of birth, religion or sex. His notion of democracy made him stand unique among modern thinkers of democracy. For him, democracy is "a way of life in which the revolutionary changes in the socio-economic code of life of people who are taken without bloodshed`. This itself is a testament to his belief in the establishment of a system liberal democratic. This system must end all forms of discrimination and thus establishing a casteless society believes that caste is an obstacle to the growth of the person and the democratic system. 38 Popularly known as Dr. Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar was born April 14, 1891 in Mhow, a city of military cantonment then Central Province India. His father, Ramji Sakpal Maloji was a Subedar in the army and her mother Bhimabai Sakpal was a housewife. Babasaheb belonged to the Mahar called lower caste who were treated as untouchables. I had faced and have seen various types of social discrimination since childhood. But his father was an army officer was able to arrange a good education for their children, despite several resistances society. Ambedkar was treated as untouchable in school with other children Dalits. They were not allowed to sit with other so-called upper-caste children, and were allowed to drink water from common water vessel. Ambedkar was very meritorious in studies and after completing his early education in Bombay moved to the United States for graduate studies and research; did his graduate and doctorate from Columbia University, New York. He also studied at the London School of Economics and completed master's and doctorate from there too. Contribution: Great people who gave their significant contribution to the welfare of human beings, helped to improve the situation of Dalits and the oppressed. He fought for human rights. Therefore, Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar, despite several possibilities has the best excellent education institutions in the world because of his unique talent and merit. He also received a law degree. His greatest contribution to the eradication of social evils was fighting for the rights of people called lower castes and untouchables. At the time of preparing the Government of India Act of 1919, advocated independent untouchables and others from the lowest castes constituencies. He demanded reservation for these communities. Ambedkar started several publications as Mook Nayak, a weekly newspaper; Bahishkrit Bharat, a newspaper to raise awareness and fight for the rights of low castes and untouchables. He founded Bahishkrit Hitakarini Sabha on July 20, 1924 in Bombay with the aim of creating political and social awareness among the untouchables, and also to make government responsive to their problems; He urged the Dalits and the untouchables "educate, agitate and organize" for their rightful place in society. He began releasing public movements against discrimination faced by untouchables as the opening of public water resources for the untouchables, burning Manusmriti, an ancient Hindu text that gives sanction the caste system and the rights of people of the lowest to enter Hindu temples caste. In 1932, after the Third Round Table Conference in Britain, where Dr. Ambedkar part, the British announced the 39 prize infamous Community according to which there was a provision of separate electorate in British India to different communities; Therefore, besides also considered as another independent voters; meant that for the choice of seats reserved for untouchables only people who could vote were untouchable. The scheme is vehemently opposed by Gandhi and other Congress leaders as Community and divisive in nature that divides Hindus in two separate groups. But Dr. Ambedkar was in his favor, as it was of the opinion that has more independent voters and would be more number of elected legislators "depressed class'. After long and tedious discussions between Ambedkar and congressional leaders Pact Poona was reached on September 25, 1932, according to which the separate electoral system was abolished, but the reservation of seats for the depressed class remains the same; therefore untouchable would not be independent of the Hindus, but the seats are reserved for them. It was an important recognition of the political rights of the untouchables into the fold of Hindu society step. In the same vein, the Constitution of India in 1950 gave benefits reserved for scheduled castes and tribes were referred to earlier as "depressed classes. Dr. Ambedkar greater contribution to the development of modern India was his momentous effort as the Chairman of the Drafting Committee of the Constitution; the most important feature of the Constitution of India is its special focus on justice and socio-political and economic equality; strongly advocated for the rights of women and scheduled castes and scheduled tribes and OBC; Special provisions for lifting and to eradicate the various forms of discrimination they face added. Later in his life, Dr. Ambedkar converted to Buddhism after tiring of the caste system, superstitions, rituals and discriminatory practices of Hinduism. Therefore, throughout his life, both socially and politically, Babasaheb fought against social evils prevailing in our country; its contribution to making oppressed people acquire self-esteem and rightful place is immeasurable. It was truly one of the great personalities of being born in India; Babasaheb died on December 6, 1956 in New Delhi after a prolonged illness due to diabetes. "Dr. Ambedkar is my Father in Economics. He is true famous champion the underprivileged. He deserves more than what he has achieved today. However, it was highly controversial figure in his home country, though not the reality. His contribution in the field of economics is wonderful and will be remembered forever".Amartya Sen Ambedkar had made a thorough study of Indian agriculture, wrote research papers, seminars and conferences organized in order to solve the problems of agriculture and farmers, also led the movement of farmers. His thoughts on agriculture found in his article "Small investments in India and remedies" (1917) and "state-minority" (1947). 40 Said tenure for some people is a serious problem of Indian agriculture has several disadvantages, such as difficulties in the cultivation and use of resources and rising costs, low productivity, inadequate incomes and poor living standards. According to Dr. Ambedkar agricultural productivity is related not only to the size of land ownership, but also other factors such as capital, labor and other inputs. So if capital or labor, etc., are not available in adequate quantity and quality, then even a large can become unproductive. For a small part of the earth be productive if they are available in abundance of these resources. With this thought in the 'Land Ceiling Act' she passed after independence. He also mentioned about slavery and exploitation of limited work under the caste system is very bad for the economy and fought for its abolition development. His other suggestion to solve the problems of agriculture are collective agriculture, economic participation of the earth or the equitable distribution of land, large-scale industrialization, Provision of money, water, seeds and fertilizers by the government, the cultivation of waste land by allocating idle land to landless workers, minimum wage jobs, control and regulation of private lenders of loans to farmers. Ambedkar's main concerns was the nature of land tenure, especially its fragmentation and division in productive and economically viable structure. It criticized the existing definition of economic exploitation is defined from the standpoint of consumption rather than production. said "any definition, therefore, based on consumption errors nature of economic exploitation, which is essentially a production company. What is most important for the purpose of the production process of combining factors production." The basic problem of Indian agriculture was that it was unable to generate surpluses that ultimately led to a shortage of capital. This resulted in an inefficient use of resources, surplus labor and superfluous to raise the cost of production employment resulted in low agricultural productivity. Therefore, the process of global economic growth is adversely affected. Ambedkar was of the view that the consolidation of participation could eradicate the evil effect of participation uneconomical and make way for the departure of growers. He favored the successful growth of industrialization and describes how agriculture is enhanced by the reflection effect of industrialization. He said: "The industrialization facilitates consolidation is a barrier against future subdivision and consolidation.". Ambedkar was of the opinion that the state should acquire all agricultural land in private hands and the owners, lessees or mortgages and pay compensation equivalent to the value of the land. The State must provide the necessary land in farms of standard size and 41 must leave the farms for the cultivation of the residents of the villages. Ambedkar thoughts have an important role in the current system of Indian currency impact. Under British rule in India Govt. I had problems with the value of the Indian rupee fall, Ambedkar in 1923 wrote "The problem of the rupee, its origin and its solution. His studies and research on the condition of the Indian currency in British India will be focused. He wrote research thesis about it. In his thesis, he argued that the gold standard is unstable. Countries like India in development can not afford gold exchange standard, and besides that, it also increases the risk of inflation and rising prices. The data and reasons demonstrated how the Indian rupee has lost its value and therefore the purchasing power of statistics the fall of the rupee. He suggested that govt. The deficit should be regulated and the money should have a circular flow. Also He suggested that more attention should be given to price stability to the stability of the exchange rate. Ambedkar believed to be impossible the rapid development of India without industrialization. According to him, the creation of jobs on a large scale produces essential goods for mass consumption. Use raw materials; reduce external dependence and increasing the safety of labor, ultimately leading to overall economic development. The private sector industries cannot do great industries for lack of large-scale investments. Therefore, the government must present to start large industries. The small scale industries should remain in the private sector. Transport and insurance companies should be nationalized. Rights for the strike must be given to workers. After the independence of the industrial policy of the government of India is in line with expectations of Ambedkar. He believes that the strategy for the economic development of India should be based on the Eradication of eliminating inequality of property and to end the exploitation of the masses. He emphasized the exploitation has many dimensions In fact, in India, social or religious exploitation is no less oppressive than the economic exploitation and should be removed. Ambedkar wanted the state socialism that is inculded in the constitution so that no legilature could change or reject it. But he could not come into existence as the committee rejected Constitution. It is suggested that the working conditions, farmers and the poor would be different if this has not been rejected. Pretty amazing Ambedkar had already suggested free economy, globalization, liberalization and privatization and in 1923, the Indian government has recently adopted this policy. In this sense Ambedkar was a century a head. He had insisted that the value (price) of a rupee should remain stable if the policy of free economy is to succeed. Ambedkar said that you cannot control the economy if the population is not controlled. Hence the force advocated population control and family planning in India. 42 Later, according to their views of the Council of India it has adopted the family planning as a national policy. Ambedkars contribution to economic development and progress of women is significant. According to him, it is not possible the participation of women in economic development without development of their social status and equality. But due to poor economic conditions of women in India it is hampered economic progress of India. Therefore, it is important to improve the economic situation of women and give them equal rights and freedom of occupation. Ambedkar argued that the concept of human capital in India is useless if the poor and down trodden dalits other classes do not recognize untouchables as human beings with equal social status and religious basis. It is therefore impossible to use this human capital in the economic development of India. Ambedkar was truly a builder of a nation and a global leader rather than just a Dalit leader. He is the one who gave the principles of social justice. Babasaheb is one of those who had built India in their early days. They fought to liberate India and then tried to build the India of his dreams. To remember this great man, Ambedkar Jayanti is celebrated throughout the country, especially the one that follows. Today India needs more leaders like him to compete and stay ahead globally. References :   Annihilation of caste, 'with a reply to Mahatma Gandhi.' Address before the Annual Conference of Jat-Pat-Todal Mandal, Lahore, 1935.   Ambedkar's speech in Bombay, Provincial D.C. Conference, April, 10 -11, 1925.   Ambedkar, B. R., What Congress and Gandhi have done to theuntouchables? (Thacker and Company, Bombay, 1945)   Ambedkar, B.R. (1979), Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar: Writings and Speeches, Vol.1 (compiled by Vasant Moon), Education Department, Government of Maharashtra, Bombay.   Ambedkar, B. R., States and Minorities,(Thacker &Company limited, Bombay, 1947.)   Ambedkar, B.R.(1982), Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar: Writings and Speeches, Vol.2 (compiled by Vasant Moon), Education Department, Government of Maharashtra, Bombay. 43   Ambedkar and Social Justice, Vol. I to Vol. II. Published by the Director, Publication Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Government of India, New Delhi.   Aryama and Sukhadeo Thorat (ed.)(2007), Ambedkar in Retrospect: Essays in Economics, Politics & Society,Rawat Publications, New Delhi.   Chalam, K.S. (2008), Modernization and Dalit Education, Rawat Publications, New Delhi.   Dewey, John (1916, reprinted in 1997), Democracy and Education: An Introduction to the Philosophy of Education, Simon and Schuster.   Jaideva, Pramanshi &Sanjay Paswan(2002), Encyclopedia of Dalits in IndiaVol. II, Kalpaz Pub.   Kadam, K.N.(1993), Dr. B.R. Ambedkar: The Emancipator of the Oppressed, Popular Parkashan Bombay.   Keer, Dhananjay (1991), Dr. Ambedkar Life and Mission, Popular Prakashan, Bombay.   Khabde, Dinkar (1989), Dr. Ambedkar and Western Thinkers, SugavaPrakasha, Pune.   Kuber, M. N., Politics of Modern India – B.R. Ambedkar. Government of India, Publication Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, New Delhi, 1978   Lokhande, G.S. (1982) (2nd ed), Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar-A Study in Social Democracy, Inteectual Pub., New Delhi.   Pratima Pardesi, The Hindu Code Bill for the Liberation of Women, in Rao, Anupama (Ed.), Gender and Caste, Kali for Woman, New Delhi, 2003.   Rajasekharaiah, A.M., Constitutional Philosophy of Dr. Ambedkar, Marathwada University, Aurangabad, 1982. 44 6. DR. BHIM RAO AMBEDKAR AND HIS EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY Sanjeev Kumar Abstract Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedker was a well-known teacher himself. He established People's Education Society in Bombay and Aurangabad to educate the students of Dalit community. His educational philosophy is reflected in his lectures, his published articles in various magazines and his work in the educational institutions. The present paper is concerned with his educational philosophy. According to him school is a holy institution where the minds of students are made well cultured. School is a factory of making good citizens. Education is a lifelong continuous process and teacher is the major part of it. The education of women is also important like the education of men. Education is the way of freedom from exploitation. It awakens the society and helps to make it self-dependent and self-confident. The researchers tried to discuss the educational philosophy of Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedker in the form of his ideas about school and educational institution, education and students and role of teachers in the education of students. Key Words: Education, School, Students, Teacher. Introduction: Education is the process by which man has made the great positive changes in the society and the lifestyle. The importance of education cannot be stated enough. It is a selfenlightening process. It is crucial to the overall development of an individual and the society at large. Education for all means has been the most important debate in all stages of society, progress and development. This might build in you the question as to why everyone is running behind education? What is it that makes us bind to education and makes it the centre of attraction to all the aristocrats, lawmakers, parents and elders? Education isn't about my marks or your standard; it's about knowledge and how well you are aware of the happenings around you. A person who is awakened knows what's best for him/her, knows the difference between right and wrong and that's when he is known as educated (Waghmare, S., 2015). Without education Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar could not become a Doctor and could not write constitution of India. Education can build a character of a person. It can help ones country to further to the future, like our great heroes did. Named, 45 legend Dr. B. R. Ambedkar sets a good example by taking a higher education to solve these legend cannot put his footsteps in front of this issue then may be the problem of dalits and also on untouchability. He is one of such great thinker, leader and intellectual of its time in India who has not only changed the life of millions of untouchables but shaped India as a biggest democratic nation in the world by writing its constitution. Education is most important among all of us. Education plays a very important role in our life. For living a luxurious life or for living a better life, you should be educated. Education is that which transforms a person to live a better life and even in a social well-being. Education is the one that doing something constructive in our near future. Education plays a vital role in success in the personal growth. The more you have knowledge the more you grow. Being educated and earning a professional degree prepares you to be a part in reputed organizations, companies or institutions. A person who gets good education will become good citizen. Education is Important , Why ? We live in an ever progressing and developing society. Education in this society is not only a demarcation of the wealthy and poor but also of the uneducated and educated. The reputation of the person depends upon the educational qualifications. Society being a cluster of different types of people and to deal with each one needs the knowledge of the system as well as rights & duties which are known through the medium of education (Meshram, N. U. 2015). If we will not educate the child he will harm the social life and society. By education he learns to live in the society, the ways and means of the life style and the value system. The society and nation expect remarkable contribution from the hands of highly qualified and educated person. The foundation of higher education is laid in our elementary schools. So, elementary schools should be strengthened by material and manpower to produce good material for higher educational institutions. The higher qualified people are the foreman of educational factory. 46 School and Educational Inst itut ion: According to Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedker, "School is a holy institution where the minds of the students are cultured". The regular working in the schools should be organized in a disciplined manner. School is the factory of making good citizens. The skilled foreman of this institution converts the raw material into a good quality product. Babasaheb started the model educational institution by establishing People's Education Society. The preference should be given to higher educational qualifications irrespective of caste and creed while appointing the teachers in the educational institutions. He given importance to the admissions of students belonging to dalit community in his institution but, the teacher of the school should be higher qualified belonging to any caste or category. He supported the co-education by saying that women should be given equal opportunity along with men to educate themselves. Education and Students : Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedker had served in various educational institutions as professor till years. So, he had deep understanding of the minds of the students. He said that the self confidence of the students should be raised through education and the students should not lose their self confidence at the time of examination or using the learned skill. He stressed EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY OF DR. BHIM RAO AMBEDKER SCHOOL AND EDUCATIONAL INSTIUTION EDUCATION AND STUDENTS EDUCATION AND KNOWLEDGE EDUCATION AND SOCIETY EDUCATION IS EQUIVALENT TO FOOD EDUCATION AND TEACHERS 47 the value education and said that students should self reliant the knowledge, intellect, politeness and strict discipline into their behavior and character. Politeness is required along with the knowledge and knowledge without politeness is useless. He also said that social emotions should also be incorporated in the students through educational process. According to Babasaheb, "To score good marks in the examinations and to get the degree is a separate issue, but, to be cultured, knowledgeable and educationist is totally different. The teacher should understand the basic problems and loopholes in the education of the students. The ability to create something new, to find the answer of questions in a logical way, to express oneself with confidence, to put the inner ideas properly in front of audience and the basic knowledge of the concepts are absent in the students." (Bhagayaya, 2015). The students should be shaped as per the need and requirement of the society and nation. The curriculum and teaching material should be framed by taking into consideration the culture, customs, duties, economy, historical perspectives, knowledge about the various societies and logical thinking in the students. Education and Teachers : Babasaheb himself was innovative and creative teacher. According to him education is a continuous process and the teacher provides the real base to it. Therefore, education and ability depends entirely upon authentic knowledge, self reliance, learning attitude and delivering skill of the teacher. He adopted the triangular formula of 'वाचन-मनन, िच तन और अ ययन' in his teachings. Due to this formula he himself became a good teacher and in broader sense a social teacher. A teacher should be multifaceted. He should be sharp minded and choosey character. He is the national builder because education is in the hands of teacher and the development of a nation depends upon educated manpower. So, every educational institution should have intellectual, positivist and kind hearted teachers to teach the poor and baseline students. Education and Knowledge: The view of Dr. Ambedker about the knowledge is quite broader and ideal. Knowledge means light. This light should become the base of social, economic and moral development of man. The context of knowledge should be social and education is the weapon by which man can be free from exploitation raise the revolution against slavery. He says that intellect is like a sword and every society and group recognizes the man bearing it. The cleverness and intellectuality need good character and politeness. If the people become 48 educative without these then the nation and society will be destroyed. The education is that which builds man and unique combination of knowledge and intellect is equal to education. The achievement of self-reliance through the knowledge is the main purpose of education. Education is Equivalent to Food: Babasaheb says by stressing on progress of literacy and development that to admit a child in a school is not surety of his being literate. The development of the ability to make him literate and educate till whole of the life is the purpose of the school or educational institution. The child should not drop out of the system till the achievement of the basic goal. Education is equivalent to food which is needed daily till whole of our life. Education and Society : Social change is a continuous process. The way of social change is processed through education. Bhim Rao Ambedker says in this context that it is important to have the strong attitude of accepting the changes in the society for giving speed to the process of change. पढ़ो और पढ़ाओ is reflected in the social educational philosophy of Babasaheb. No society will be awakened without the process of education. He stressed that the social and behavioural inequalities in the society can be removed through the medium of education. Babasaheb says that the socialization and moralization of man is the purpose of education because education lays the foundation of culture and civilization. Conclusion: Take education, be united and do the struggle' is the main message of Babasaheb to the society and nation. Education keeps at the first place in this message. He says that education and society have a bounded relationship because the progress and development of society is possible only through education. The power of making the man free from exploitation and slavery comes from education. He has discussed about elementary education, higher education and university education, the progress of literacy and importance of education for all. He has given importance to behavioral aspect of education along with the structure of education. The epistemological, axiological, sociological, responsibilities of students, role of teachers, eligibility for teachers and responsibilities of schools and colleges and the reservation in education are reflected in his lectures. The broad-based attitude of education for all the communities is clear in his philosophy. 49 References :   Bhagyaya (2015). Anupam Rashtra Bhagat. Panchjanya, April, 2015, pp. 16-20.   Meshram, N. U. (2015). Why is Education Important? Retrieved from http://www.baiae.org/resources/articlesessays/114%EF%BF%BC%EF%BF%BC %EF%BF%BC%EF%BF%BC%EF%BF%BCwhy-education-is-important.html on 15/05/2015.   Waghmare, S. (2015). Why is Education so Important? Retrieved on 23/10/2015 from http://www.baiae.org/resources/articles-essays/115-why-is-education-soimportant.html. 50 7. Dr. B.R. AMBEDKAR'S THOUGHTS ON SOCIAL REFORMS AND JUSTICE Anu Khanna Abstract India is a land of many leaders, saints and sages but among them some are remembered as the messiah of humanity who lived and died for the cause of mankind. Dr. Ambedkar is one of them who worked for the downtrodden and untouchables tirelessly throughout his life. His own life experiences, which he had throughout his life being a member of low caste, inspired him to work for abolishing the prevailing caste system and untouchability in Hindu religion. He considered the caste system as the greatest evil in Hindu religion. He wanted to reform restrictive Hindu social system, which ascribes status to a man on basis of his birth in a particular low or high caste. He was not against Hindu society but opposed caste system vehemently. He was of the opinion that caste inhibits the social and economic organization of the society. So, they must be broken. Being inspired by this feeling he accepted Buddhism. Dr. Ambedkar's concept of social reform stands for liberty, equality and fraternity of all human beings. He stood for a social system, which is based on right relations between man and man in all spheres of life. He was true rationalist and humanist, didn't approve any type of hypocrisy, injustice and exploitation of man by man in name of religion. He stood for a religion, which is based on universal principles of morality and applicable in to the all times, to all the countries and to all the races. He has a deep faith in man and in his powers. According to him he himself is responsible for his miseries. As a responsible human being it is his duty to mitigate his own woes, slavery and poverty. Today our nation is engrossed with communalism, terrorism, separatism, corruption, inequality that every stream of development has been hindered. So there is a great need to understand and implement the ideas of Dr.B.R.Ambedkar. ******* "A people and their religion must be judged by social standards based on social ethics. No other standard would have any meaning if religion is held to be necessary good for the wellbeing of the people." These are the words of Dr. Ambedkar for the ideal society for which he strived his whole life. He waged a war against the unjust Hindu social structure. The Hindu social structure was based on the theory of Chaturverna that divides the Hindu society into four parts namely, Brahmins, Kashastriyas, Vashiyas and Shudras. The system of Chaturverna limits the opportunities a person have for earning an honorable living. According to Hindus, the four castes came from different parts of Brahman. The 51 highest castes are Brahmins were created from the head of Brahman. They study and teach the Vedas. In Hindu society they are considered the best of humankind. The next caste is kashastriyas, who are created, as they say, from the shoulders and hands of Brahman. They protect the creatures created by God. The Vasihyas were created from the thighs of Brahman. They are expected to meet the material needs of the community. The shudras were created from the Brahman's feet and they are supposed to serve all other groups. The people who came after Shudras are called Antyaja. They are namely shoemakers, jugglers, the basket and shield makers, the sailors, fisherman,the hunters of animals and of birds and weavers. They render various kinds of services to the caste Hindus. The four caste Hindus do not live together with them in one place. The people called Hadi, Candala, Badhatau are not reckoned among any caste. They are occupied with dirty work, like the cleansing of the villages and other services. They are considered as one sole class, and distinguished only by occupations. In fact they are considered like illegitimate child. Henceforth, different profession, barriers of provinces, varying ways of living, different superstitions, and customs broke up the main four castes and further led to subcastes. The untouchables were from the lowest strata of Hindu society and were condemned as untouchables by caste Hindus down the century. Ambedkar himself was brought up in the surrounding of an orthodox and rigid Hindu family that was divided on religious, castes, communal, and regional lines. He complained that Hindu society was just like a tower, which had many storeys without a ladder or an entrance. One was to die in the storey in which he was born. Ambedkar made ceaseless efforts for the removal of untouchability and material progress of untouchables. From 1924 onwards, he led the movements of untouchables till the end of his life. He dared to burn Manusamriti the most religious book of Hindus to establish the right of untouchables to take water from cawdar tank on December 20th, 1927 at Mahad. Then again he motivated them to refuse the duty of carrying the dead animals and removing their skin. The minor and major motive of these resolutions was to foster among touchables self-esteem self respect and to strike a blow at Hindu social order. It aimed at making Hindus do their dirty jobs themselves. The history of revolt against the established social order of Hindus originated in Bombay, but it spread to all parts of india. He carried out his fight on political as well as religious fronts. He wanted the untouchables to have the right to enter a Hindu temple. In 1929, the Parvati temple entry Satyagrah was organized at Poona wherein the unarmed untouchables and caste Hindu participants were attacked and injured. After this there was a famous Kalaram temple entry at Nasik. This 52 satyagrah was carried out from 1930 to 1935, but when obduracy of the orthodox Hindu did not relent, Ambedkar made his resolve before the public though he was born a Hindu, he would not die as a Hindu. He fulfilled this promise by embracing Budhism till his death. The main aim of the temple entry Satyagraha was to make the entry possible in the temple for untouchables. He firmly believed that the progress of the nation could not be realized without first removing untouchability. How can untouchability be removed? Untouchability is the indication of slavery of entire Hindu society. If the untouchables find themselves chained by the caste Hindus, the caste Hindus themselves live under the slavery of scriptures. Therefore emancipation of untouchables automatically involved emancipation of Hindu society as a whole. Ambedkar warns nothing worthwhile can be created on the bases of caste. We can build neither a nation nor morality on this basis. Therefore, a casteless society must be created. Ambedkar believed that education would greatly contribute to improvement of the untouchability. He always exhorted his followers to reach excellence in the field of knowledge. Knowledge is liberating force. Education makes man enlightened, makes him aware of his self-respect and also enables him to live his life better materially. One of the causes of the degradation of the untouchables was that they were denied the right of education. Ambedkar criticized the British policy on education for not adequately encouraging education among lower castes. He felt that even under the British rule education continued mainly to be an upper caste monopoly. Therefore, he mobilized the lower castes and the untouchables to attain education. They were given scholarships for education abroad. He wanted that they should be given both liberal and technical education. He was opposed to education under religious auspices. He warned that only secular education could instill the values of liberty and equality among the students. Another very important remedy, which Ambedkar upheld, was that untouchables should free themselves of the village community and its economic bondage. In the traditional setup the untouchables were bound to specific occupations. They were dependent upon the caste Hindus for sustenance. Even for the meager returns they had to submit themselves to the domination of the caste Hindus. Ambedkar was aware of the economic dimension of their servitude. Therefore he always insisted that they should stop doing the traditional work. Instead they should acquire new skills and stat new professions. Education would enable them to get employment. There was no point in remaining dependent on village economy. With the growing industrialization, there were greater opportunities in the cities. Once their dependence on caste Hindus is over, they can easily 53 throw away the psychological burden of being untouchables. In realistic evaluation of the villages, Ambedkar graphically describes them as a 'sink of localism, a den of ignorance, narrow-mindedness and communalism'. Therefore, the earlier the untouchables become free of village bondage, the better. Even if they had to live in villages, they should stop doing their traditional work and seek new means of livelihood. The mainstay of Ambedkar argument was that the oppressed classes must generate self-respect among themselves. The best policy of their uplift was the policy of self-help. He did not believe in social reform on the basis of humanitarianism, sympathy, philanthropy etc. Equal status and just treatment was a matter of right and not of pity. The downtrodden should assert and win their rights through conflict. His advice to his people was "no lasting progress can be achieved unless we put ourselves though a threefold process of purification. We must improve the general tone of our demand, retune of our pronunciation, and revitalize our thoughts. We will attain self elevation only if we learn self help, regain self respect and gain self knowledge." As a step in this direction, Ambedkar attaches much importance to political participation of oppressed classes. He repeatedly emphasized that in context of colonialism it had become imperative that untouchables gain political rights by organizing themselves politically. He claimed that by attaining political power, untouchables would be able to protect safeguards and sizeable share in power, so that they can force certain policies on the legislature. Therefore he formed political organization of the untouchables. His writings and activity greatly contributed to the resurgence of the untouchable community. He created a sense of political awareness among the downtrodden. This resulted in emergence of dalit power in Indian society. He established an organization the Bahishkrit Hitkarni Sabha. The key words of his organization were "Educate, Agitate and Organize". The aims of the sabha were four in number as follows: 1. To promote the spread of education among the depressed class. 2. To promote the spread of culture among the depressed classes. 3. To advance and improve the economic condition of the depressed classes. 4. To represent the grievances of depressed classes. Another landmark in the history of the untouchables was with the foundation of a new political party by the name of Independent Labour Party. The purpose was to strengthen the position of untouchables in the politics. Pleading for his community's share in political power and swaraj he said, "We ourselves cannot remove grievance unless we get political 54 power in our hands it is only in swaraj constitution that we stand any chance of getting the political power without which there is no salvation for us". As a leader of opposition Dr. Ambedkar played a very important and constructive role in Bombay Legislature. With his ardent efforts and even standing against Gandhi he was able to get the most historical pact the Poona pact. According to this depressed classes were who were deprived of separate electorates and the double vote and its place a joint electorate of a single vote was adopted. The poona pact settled the very important controversy about leadership. This pact brought Ambedkar in the limelight and as great leader. Not only had he worked hard for untouchables but also for the betterment and progress of women also. Dr. Ambedkar criticized the traditional and conservative values. He strongly criticized the degradation of women in Indian society. He believed that women should be entitled to equal status with men and they must have right to education. He lamented that the Hindu religion had deprived women of the right to property. All his efforts and dream came true when he was appointed as chairman of the constitution's drafting committee after independence. Ambedkar's struggle bore fruit in his own life time. Dr. Ambedkar's most important contribution to Indian constitution may be seen in the area of fundamental rights, strong central government and protection of minorities. He attempted to incorporate many safeguards for the minorities, including definite representation in executive. He was successful in creating provision regarding political reservations in legislation and the appointment of special officer for scheduled caste and scheduled tribes. Even in Hindu code Bill which he prepared he took care that a women should get a share in parents property and even provision for divorce. Ambedkar was not only a political leader and social reformer but also a scholar and thinker. His thinking was based on deep faith in the goals of equality and liberty. Ambedkar's personal suffering, his constant attention to the problem of bringing about equality for the downtrodden and untouchables forms the basis of his writings and his work. References :   Arun Shourie, Worshipping False Gods, ASA Publications.   D.R. Jatava, Sociological Thoughts of B.R.Ambedkar, ABD Publishers.   Dr. Jyothi Devindra, Social Philosophy of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar,ABD Publishers.   Keer, Dhananjay, Dr. Ambedkar: life and Mission.   K.L Bhatia; Social Justice Of Dr. Ambedkar, Deep& Deep Publishers. 55   Sharma, Kusum, Ambedkar and Indian Constitution, Ashish Publishing House.   W.R. Mujawar, Social And Political Thought Of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Manglam publishers. 56 8 . SOCIAL JUSTICE AND DR. B.R.AMBEDKAR Devinderj i t Kaur Social justice is the fair and just relation between the individual and society. This is measured by the explicit and tacit terms for the distribution of wealth, opportunities for personal activity and social privileges. The fair and proper administration of laws conforming to the natural law that all persons, irrespective of ethnic origin, gender, possessions, race, religion, etc., are to be treated equally and without prejudice. Scholars from different viewpoints have viewed social justice being a multi-dimensional concept. Social justice is a bundle of rights. It is the balancing wheel between the 'haves' and 'have nots'. The term social justice is comprehensive having a great social value in providing a stable society and in securing the unity and integrity of the country. In general, Social justice may be defined as "the right of the weak, aged, destitute, poor, women, children and other under-privileged persons". According to DIAS, Justice is not something, which can be captured in a formula once or for all; it is a process, which is complex and shifting balance between many factors. Justice may be natural justice or distributive justice. Social justice is basically a term, which provides sustenance to the rule of law. It has a wider connotation in the sense that it includes economic justice also. The tasks of justice is "just allocation of advantages and disadvantages, preventing the abuse of power, preventing the abuse of liberty the just decision of disputes and adapting to change". The aims of social justice is to remove all kinds of inequalities based on the parameters of caste, race, sex, power, position, wealth and to bring about equal distribution of social justice is a balance between social rights and social controls and providing equal opportunities to all citizens in social and economic affairs . According to Utilitarian, social justice is being one of the dimensions of justice which stands for fraternity; with a view to create such human social conditions which ensure free and fair development of all human beings. According to John Rawls, the concept of social justice is "all social primary goods-liberty and opportunity, income and wealth, and the basis of self respect are to be distributed equally unless an unequal distribution of any or all of these goods is to the advantage of the least favoured". 57 Justice Krishna Iyer, a former judge of the Supreme Court of India says, "Social Justice is not cant but conscience, not verbal borrowing from like documents but the social force of the supreme law". Social justice is people oriented; legal justice is canalized, controlled and conferred by law. It is the product of social injustice and seeks to remove social and economic inequalities and ensure equality of status, equality of opportunity. Social Justice of today becomes the legal justice of tomorrow. The Supreme Court has explained the concept of social justice i.e. "the Constitution commands justice, liberty, equality and fraternity as supreme values to usher in the egalitarian social, economic and political democracy". Social justice, equality and dignity of persons are cornerstones of social democracy. The concept of "social justice" which the Constitution of India engrafted consists of diverse principles essential for the orderly growth and development personality of every citizen. Social justice is thus an integral part of justice in the generic sense. Justice is a genus of which social justice is one of its species. Social justice is a dynamic device to mitigate the suffering of the poor, weak, dalits, Tribes and deprived sections of the society . Dr. Ambedkar was the chief architect of the Indian Constitution and is also one of the advocate of social justice in modern India. He tried to achieve social justice and social democracy in terms of one man-one value. He treated social justice as a grass-root for patriotism and nationalism. According to Ambedkar, the term "social justice" is based upon equality, liberty and fraternity of all human beings. The aim of social justice is to remove all kinds of inequalities based upon Caste, race, sex, power, Position and wealth. The social justice brings equal distribution of the social, political and economical resources of the community. He was fully aware of the pattern and problems of the Indian society. Ambedkar did not acknowledge the theories of social justice as propounded by the Varna system, the Aristotelian order, Plato's scheme, Gandhian sarvoday order and not even the proletarian socialism of Marx . The contents of Ambedkar's concept of social justice included unity and equality of all human beings, equal worth of men and women, respect for the weak and the lowly, regard for human rights, benevolence, mutual love, sympathy, tolerance and charity towards fellow being. Humane treatment in all cases dignity of all citizens, abolition of Caste distinctions, education and property for all and good will and gentleness, He emphasized more on fraternity and emotional integration. His view on social justice was to eradicate man-made inequalities of all shades through law, morality and public conscience; he stood for justice for a sustainable society. Dr. Ambedkar was of the considered view that the root cause of social injustice to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes is the Caste system in Hindu society. He 58 observed, Castes are enclosed units and it is their conspiracy with clear conscience that compels the ex-communicated to make themselves into a Caste. The logic of their obdurate circumstance in merciless and it is in obedience to its force that some unfortunate groups find themselves closed out with the result that now groups by a mechanical law are constantly being converted into Castes in a widening multiplicity. He further maintained that the root of untouchability is the Caste system and the root of the Caste system is religion, the root of the Purohit religion attached to varnashram and the root of the varnashram is the Brahminism, the roof of Brahminism lies with the political power. Dr, Ambedkar's social vision is reflective in his own words. As an economic system permits exploitation without obligation untouchablitiy is not only a system of unmitigated economic exploitation, but it is also a system of uncontrolled economic exploitation. That is because there is no independent public opinion to condemn it and there is no impartial machinery of administration to restrain it, there is no check from the police or the judiciary for the simple reasons that they are all down from the Hindus, and take side of exploiters. Dr. Ambedkar's real democracy was a social democracy. According to him, it is essential to realize that political democracy cannot succeed where there is no social and economic democracy. He pleaded the realization of economic and social democracy in India, for political democracy was unreal preceded by economic and social democracy. Dr. Ambedkar said, we must begin by acknowledging the fact that there is complete absence of two things in Indian society, One of these equality is on the social plane. We have in India a society based on the principle of graded inequality which means elevation for some and degradation for others. On the economic plane, we have a society in which there are some who have immense wealth as against many who lice in abject poverty-How long shall we continue to live this life of contradictions? How long shall we continue to deny it for long, we will do so only by putting our political democracy in peril, we must remove this contradiction at the earliest possible moment or those who suffer from inequality will blow up the structure of political democracy. His philosophy was occupied with social amelioration, political enlightenment and spiritual awakening. For this it attached due importance to the economic well-being of the masses. To him, Political thought embodied a social dynamism because of man's attitude animal and social being. He had deep faith in fundamental human rights in the equal rights of men and women, in the dignity of the individual in social economic justice in the promotion of social progress and better standards of life with peace and security in all spheres of human life. His study of social facts enriched his political philosophy. Dr. Ambedkar was dead against the Hindu Caste 59 structure as he was of the view that this structure has been primarily responsible for committing all sorts of atrocities on the various sections of the society particularly the weaker sections Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes. Ambedkar was against Manu smirti as it gives a blank Cheque to the Brahamins to commit all sorts of atrocities on Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and defend their evil designs. On August 15, 1947 India gained the status of independent and sovereign state after a long struggle and sacrifices. On August 29, 1947 Dr. Ambedkar was appointed the Chairman of the Drafting Committee that was constituted by Constituent Assembly to draft a Constitution for independent India. The draft Constitution was the result of the collective efforts of a galaxy of great leaders and legal scholars in the Constituent Assembly such as Jawaharlal Nehru, Rajendra Prasad, B.R. Ambedkar, Sardar Patel, B.N. Rao, Alladi Krishnaswamy Ayyar etc. We adopted Constitution on November 26, 1949 which came in enforcement on January 26, 1950. Indian Constitution is considered as one of the gigantic constitutions in the world which establishes a democratic state. The Indian Constitution in 1950 was a significant event in the history of social justice'and human rights'. With the enforcement of the Constitution it opened up new avenues of human welfare and development in the Indian subcontinent by providing equal rights, privileges and treatment to the citizens at large. Dr. Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar has been considered as the Chief Architect of the Indian Constitution. The text prepared by Ambedkar offered a wide range of constitutional safeguards and guarantees to all citizens. With great efforts of Dr. Sahib, socio-economic rights, civil liberties, freedom of religion, the abolition of untouchability and the prohibition of all forms of discrimination among others have been provided in the constitutin. He favored for economic and social rights for the depressed classes. In addition to constitutional rights, Dr. Ambedkar succeeded in introducing a system of reservations in the civil services, schools and colleges for members of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. He was a spirited fighter for the cause of social justice and equality who emerged as a leader of the socially depressed classes. He worked throughout his life for the upliftment and welfare of the weaker section of the society and depressed classes. When drafting of the Constitution of India was embarked upon, Jawahar La Nehru and Vallabhbhai Patel though of inviting and consulting Sir Ivor Jennings, and internationally known constitutional expert of those times. When approached for advice in the method,Gandhi told them that there was no need to look for foreign exports when they had within India and outstanding legal and constitutional expert Dr. Ambedkar. B. R. Ambedkar believed that Constitution is not just a written text but it can be an effective tool to ensure justice 60 and equality to all the sections of society especially to the weaker sections of society. Ambedkar had very commitment for the social causes, and he remained committed throughout his life for the upliftment of deprived sections of society. He was known as the pioneer of the idea of social justice in India. He succeeded to arrange certain provisions in the Indian Constitution for ensuring justice to the oppressed sections. Dr. Ambedkar played a significant role in the framing and drafting of the Indian Constitution. B. R. Ambedkar borne the responsibility to fight against the untouchability and exploitation based on Hindu caste system, and struggled for the untouchables' rights , their upliftment and stamped for them a place in the Constitution of India. Ambedkar vowed to demolish untouchability and slavery. Ambedkar observed, "If I fail to do away with abominable thralldom and human injustice under which I was born has been groaning, I will put an end to my life with a bullet". Untouchability in India meant pollution by touch. From the disgrace, discrimination and severe social handicap that Dr. Ambedkar suffered right from his early life for being born to a so called untouchable family, he came determined to liberate the depressed classes from this inhuman social system and endless tale of misery till the last breath of his life. Ambedkar wanted to annihilate the caste system in order to social equality for oppressed sections of the Hindu society. Ambedkar wanted specific legal protection and safeguards to make members belonging to the untouchable community to get education, change the hereditary occupations and raise their standard of living and live with dignity in the society. Dr. Ambedkar's substantial and significant contribution is reflected in the protective discrimination scheme of the government envisaged under some provisions of Part III and Part IV dealing with the constitutional mandate to revolutionize the condition of the weaker section of the society i.e. Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and the other backward classes. Provisions like Article 17 prohibiting untouchability, Article 30 dealing with the protection of minorities are some of the notable examples. Articles 15(4) and 16(4) of Part III and Part XI, and Schedule V and VI dealing with the upliftment of the Scheduled Castes and Schedule Tribes speak clearly about the real contribution of Ambedkar for the upliftment and development of depressed section of the society. To uplift the untouchables and depressed section of the society from the unequal position of inferiority to that of equal position of parity in socio-economic status with high-caste Hindus and provide them a place in the society to live with dignity was the mission of Dr. Ambedkar. For achieving this goal he advocated and introduced reservation policy or the 61 scheme of protective discrimination to ameliorate the conditions of the various depressed and downtrodden sections of caste dominated society. Reference Books:   Surendra Singh "Dr. Ambedkar Contribution to Social Justice" Edt. By Prof. M. Shabbir, Rawat pub. Jaypur, 2005, p. 79.   Nazeer. H.Khan, "B.R. Ambedkar on federalism, ethnicity and gender justice" Deep&Deep Pub. New Delhi, p.51.   Friedman W. "Legal Theory" 5th Edn, Universal Law Pub, Delhi, 2002, p. 336, 337.   Krishna Iyar "B.R. Ambedkar Centenary, Social Justice and the Undone vast Justice" B.R Pub. Delhi, 1991, p. 141.   Merunandan K.B, Naveed Ahemed, "An Introduction to the Constitution of India" Merugu Pub. Bangalore, 2006, p. 226.   Mohamed Shabbir "Ambedkar on Law, Constitution and social Justice" Rawat Pub, Jaipur, 2005, p. 309. 62 9. DEMOCRACY IN INDIA: PERSPECTIVES OF DR. B.R.AMBEDKAR Ritika Abstract Democracy is a system within government in which all the people of a state are involved in making decisions about its affairs, typically by voting to elect representatives to a parliament or similar assembly. The term democracy is derived from the Greek words 'demos' and 'Kartos', the former meaning the people and the later power. People choose their representative through casting of votes. The people from other countries also speak with great proud about Great Indian democracy and in democracy about the Role of Prime Minister. It is also supposed that if in any country where Parliament exist which is normally elected by the people or adults above the age of 18 and the laws are made by the Representatives of the people's who are in Parliament elected after few years, there is democracy. In other words, democracy is understood to be a political instrument and where this political instrument exists, there is democracy. The actual roots of democracy do not lie in the form of Government or Parliament. A democracy is more than this. It is not just a form of Government. It is actually a mode of associated living. Associated living means a life where people form relationship with other people. The roots of Democracy are to be searched in the social relationship, in the terms of associated life between the people who form a society. Society does not consist of only a few individuals. It consists of collection of castes which are exclusive in their life and have nothing common between them to share and have no bond of sympathy. Democracy is another name for equality. Keywords : Democracy, People, Power, Parliament, Government, Society. Introduction: Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's vision about democracy was closely related to his ideology of a "Good Society". He did not leave room for any ambiguity regarding the nature of this ideal. On many different occasions, Dr. Ambedkar stated that he envisaged a good society as one based on "liberty, equality and fraternity". Democracy, as he saw it, was both the end and the means of this ideal. It was the end because he ultimately considered democracy as coterminous with the realisation of liberty, equality and fraternity. At the same time, 63 democracy was also the means through which this idea was to be attained. Dr. Ambedkar's notion of "democratic government" went back to the fundamental idea of "government of the people, by the people and for the people". But "democracy" meant much more to him than democratic government. It was a way of life: "Democracy is not merely a form of government. It is primarily a mode of associated living, of conjoint communicated experience. It is essentially an attitude of respect and reverence towards other people." Another crucial feature of Dr. Ambedkar's conception of democracy is that it was geared towards the social transformation and human progress. Conservative notions of democracy, such as the idea that it is mainly a device to prevent bad people from seizing power, did not satisfy him. In one of the most inspiring definitions of the term, he defined democracy as "a form and a method of government whereby revolutionary changes in the economic and social life of the people are brought about without bloodshed". For this to happen, it was essential to link political democracy with economic and social democracy. Indeed, Dr. Ambedkar's vision of democracy was inseparable from his commitment to socialism. Sometimes he referred to this combined ideal as "social democracy", in a much wider sense than that in which the term is understood today. The neglect of economic democracy was, in his view, one of the chief causes of "the failure of democracy in Western Europe". As he put it: "The second wrong ideology that has vitiated parliamentary democracy is the failure to realize that political democracy cannot succeed where there is no social or economic democracy... Social and economic democracies are the tissues and the fibre of a political democracy. The tougher the tissue and the fibre, the greater the strength of the body." General Implicat ion of Democracy: Democracy is the most valued and also the indistinct political terms in the modern world. The ancient Greek word 'democracy' means rule by the demos, which can be translated as either 'the people; or 'the mole' depending on one's ideological preference. By itself, democracy means little more than that, in some undefined sense, political power is ultimately in the hands of the whole adult population and that no smaller group has the right to rule. Democracy can only take on a more useful meaning when qualified by one of the other word with which it is associated, for example, liberal democracy, representative democracy, participatory democracy or direct democracy. Although all free societies are democratic, democracies can fail to protect individual freedom. Countries are generally considered democratic to the extent that they have fair and frequent elections in which nearly all adults have the right to vote, citizens have the right to vote, citizens have the right 64 to form and join organizations and to express themselves in alternative sources of information existed. Architects of democracy must determine the constitutional structure that best suits the needs of a particular country, alternative forms of constitutional democracy include parliamentary versus presidential forms of government, plurality versus proportional representation system and federal versus unitary systems. In a Parliamentary system, the Prime Minister is elected by the parliamentary process and can be removed from office by a vote of no confidence from the Parliament. Executive and legislative powers are fused in a Parliamentary System. In a Presidential system, the President is elected directly by the people and there is a formal separation of powers. B.R. Ambedkar 's Idea of Democracy: B.R.Ambedkar stood apart from his well-known famous contemporaries of India in many respects. Very First being a great scholar, social revolutionary and statesman, he had in himself a great combination of these attributes that anyone else rarely possesses which made Dr.B.R Ambedkar distinguished from other intellectual personalities of that very time. As an intellectual, huge personality and a creative writer, he possesses knowledge that was truly encyclopaedic. The range of topics, width of vision, depth and sophistication of analysis, rationality of outlook and essential humanity of the arguments that he came-up with made him very different from his contemporaries at that point of time. Second thing that make him different from others was that, Dr. B.R Ambedkar never wrote only for literary purpose. In his intellectual and literary pursuit as in his other political activities, he was driven by a devotion to comprehend the vital issues of that time and to find solutions of those problems of Indian society. With this motivation, he involve, at times decisively in shaping the social, economic and political development of the nation during its development stage. There was not any big issue that arose between the early 1920s to the mid of 1950s in India to which Dr. Ambedkar did not apply his strong analysis, whether it was the question of minority communities, reorganization of different states, partition, constitution or the economic and political framework for an independent India. The third very important aspect of Dr. Ambedkar lies with the nature and kind of questions he look into. What is probably the most important in any thinker and intellectual is not so much on what answer they provide but what question they raised. Dr. Ambedkar 65 raised those questions that were simultaneously most relevant at that time and were too uncomfortable to digest. Relevant as they were critical for the nation-in the formation and uncomfortable as very few people were willing to acknowledge the existence of those issues. Ambedkar raised certain issues in his very unique style that no one was willing to take up or deal with. ü The concept of power contained in his thinking has a direct relationship between social and political power. He was very much conscious of the social and economic inequalities which lifted the national consciousness of the Indian people. Ambedkar said, "We must make our political democracy a social democracy as well. Political democracy very much depends upon social democracy because political democracy cannot last unless there lies at the lease of it social democracy". ü Dr. Ambedkar thinks of democracy from the viewpoint of practical life. He belongs to the much realistic school of political scientists. He was not bothered about the principles and theories of political study. During the national improvement, his only aim was to have justice and freedom for the people in the actual sense. He aspired for having a government of the people, for the people and by the people. According to Dr. Ambedkar, democracy means no master, no slavery, no caste, no threat and no Violence. He wants freedom of thoughts and a choice and capacity to live and let live, which in his conscience, would be the right path towards democracy. Dr. Ambedkar says "Democracy is a actual mode of associated living. The roots of democracy are to be searched only in social relationship, in terms of the associated life between the individuals who form the society". ü According to Dr. Ambedkar, the actual aim of democracy is essentially need for the interest of society as a whole, and not for any particular class, group or community. Therefore, Dr. Ambedkar, while speaking on "conditions precedent for the successful working of Democracy", at one event emphasized that, "The very first condition precedent for the successful working of democracy is that there must be no excessive unfairness in the society. There must not be any destitute or oppressed class. There must not be a any suppressed class. There must not be a class which enjoys all the privileges and a class which has got all the burdens to carry. Such a thing, such an organization of society has within itself the germs of a bloody revolution and perhaps it would be very impossible for democracy to cure these germs." To Dr. Ambedkar, real democracy is opposed to the suppression of minorities. The suppression and exploitation of minorities in any form is the 66 negation of democracy and humanism. If suppression is not stopped, then democracy degenerates into tyranny. Conclusion: The main goal of the study is to analyze and evaluate critically the idea of Dr.B.R Ambedkar regarding great Indian democracy and to capture the position of Ambedkar on issues whose relevance is felt even today's time. A detailed analysis of Dr. Ambedkar's life and mission reveals that Dr. Ambedkar held the basic and fundamental norm, to be equalitysocial, economic and political, from which he proceeded to lay down a collection of 'ought' propositions; in this hierarchy of 'ought', the initial fundamental 'ought' on which the validity of all the other ultimately rests, the fundamental norm seems to be the social equality, the justification for the rest of the legal reforms and changes he persistently fought for. It was a society full of social inequalities in which Dr. Ambedkar was born. The humiliation he himself experienced in such an impartial society bore on effect in all thought his life. As discussed earlier, Dr. Ambedkar had a visionary cognition of democracy, which needs to be "retrieved" today. But going beyond that, we must also augment this vision in the light of recent developments. While Dr.B.R Ambedkar was far ahead of his time in stressing the link between political and economic democracy, perhaps he failed to visualize the full possibilities of political democracy itself. He thought that in the absence of economic democracy, common people would be powerless. Also, he thought of political democracy mainly in terms of parliamentary and electoral processes. In both respects, his valuation was highly significant at that time. Today, however, we are constantly exploring new forms of democratic practice, in which people are often able to participate even if economic democracy is nowhere near being realised. This ability to participate arises from the fact that economic privilege is not the only basis of advantage in democratic politics. Money power certainly helps, but this advantage is not always decisive. Much depends also on organisational activism, the weight of numbers, the strength of arguments, the force of public opinion, the use of communication skills, and other sources of bargaining power. Aside from bargaining power, social ethics can also come into play in a democracy where there is room for what Dr. Ambedkar called "morality". References :   Ishita Aditya Ray Sarbapriya Ray, B.R.Ambedkar and his Philosophy on Indian Democracy: An Appraisal. 67   Ambedkar, B.R. (1936), Annihilation of Caste; reprinted in Government of Maharashtra (1979-98), volume I.   Ambedkar, B.R. (1948), "States and Minorities", memorandum submitted to the Constituent Assembly; reprinted in Government of Maharashtra (1979-98), volume I.   Ambedkar, B.R. (1957), The Buddha and His Dhamma (Bombay: People's Education Society).   Das, Bhagwan (ed.) (n.d.) Thus Spoke Ambedkar, Vol. I (Jalandhar: Buddhist Publishing House).   Government of Maharashtra (1979-98), Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar: Writings and Speeches, 16 volumes (Mumbai: Department of Education).   Rapoport, Anatol (1960), Fights, Games and Debates (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press).   Lewis, I.R., Democracy the theory and practice, Allman and Sons, London, 1966, p.14.   Kshirsagar Ramchandra Kamaji, Political thought of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar, op. cit, p.53.   Shashi S.S. (Dr.) (Editor), Ambedkar and social justice, volume I, Director, Publications division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Government of India, New India, 1992, p.162.   Lokhande. G. S., B.R. Ambedkar: A study in social democracy Constituent Assembly Debates, (25-11-1949) vol. xi, p972.   Websites : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democracy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BH6Is3A7xqE http://what is.thedifferencebetween.com/compare/democracy-and-oilgarchy/ http://www.mainstreamweekly.net/article467.html 68 10. B.R.AMBEDKAR'S VIEWS ON LIBERTY AND EQUALITYA STUDY M.Sampathkumar Introduction: A civilized society is based on the principles of liberty, equality and fraternity Dr. B. R. Ambedkar's concept of the ideal society is most relevant to a civilized society and suited to the needs of modern Indian society. Hence this attempts to bring out his contributions towards the attainment of their two human ideas in the society by democratic process. Knowledge about liberty and equality is essential to analyses the social ideology of B.R.Ambedhar and his services to the society. So the researcher tries to examine the same. Concept of Liberty : The concept of liberty' denotes a very important principle of political philosophy. Liberty is sometimes regarded as the distinctive principle of liberalism. The term 'liberty' means freedom from captivity, imprisonment and slavery or despotic control.1 It is clear from this dictionary meaning, that these two terms are synonyms. However 'freedom; has been widely used ait is acclaimed as a universal principle. Different schools of thoughts differ on the means and mode of realizing freedom. While the privileged classes are challenged to such excellence, the challengers are stamped as the champions of 'liberty'. Liberty has inspired many revolutionary struggles against despotism and foreign regimes. Generally, two opposing sections are involved in the struggle for liberty. They are the oppressed and oppressor. Either peasant revolts or national struggles of independence, the oppressed challenge the alleged superiority of their oppressors over them. They demand equality on the universal principle of human equality.2 It reveals that the struggle for liberty is always based on the philosophy of equality. It is also clear that liberty is related to the principle of equality. As distinguished from other living beings evolves institution to secure a happy life on earth. Since he has an aim in his life he has created the whole complex of institution, civilization and cultures in séance of his aim. However, the selfish strong and clever men have managed to assume dominant position and acquire special privileges in society. This privileged class assumes power over the lives of others. It always strands against change in the society. 69 So the subject class rises in revolt against injustice and oppression of the privileged class. It demands the privileges of the dominant class and raises the slogan of liberty to press its claim of equality. It is evident from this that liberty is a force behind social change. The voice of the oppressed tries to re establish human values lost in the society. In the enjoyment and administration of liberty, the individual, society and state are involved. The liberty of individuals has to the restricted by a measure of equal liberty to be enjoyed by others. An individual is expected to behave as a 'rational being'. Then each individual shall pursue his happiness in consonance with the happiness of society. As a result, an individual's good will become an integral part of the social good. In the real world as individuals are not perfect, the regulation of liberty becomes necessary to safeguard liberty itself.3 The relative liberty between the individual and society is regulated by the laws of the state, conventions of the society and moral principles of the individuals. The violent revolution such as the French Revolution and the Russian Revolution popularized the tem 'liberty' in politics. On the other hand the term 'freedom' has been widely used on various fields. Freedom of expression and freedom of worship are some of the terms for such usages. Another word 'right' is also associated with 'freedom'. The terms 'human rights' and 'civil rights' refer a man's freedom to express, to preach and to live as he desired.4 Thus, the words 'liberty' 'freedom' and 'rights' are relatively applied in political as well as social contexts. Concept of Equal ity : Equality is a prominent political ideal of the present day democratic world. It is an essential ingredient for social justice. It constitutes the voice of the oppressed against injustice for changing unfair social conditions. In this sense it is complementary to the principle of liberty. It is essential to understand the nature and essence of equality in order to determine its proper relationship with the principle of liberty. The problem of equality and inequality had figured in political thought since earliest times. Aristotle thought that inequality was the cause of rebellion in many states.5 The modern idea of equality seeks the correction of the prevailing inequalities insofar as they can be proved to be unjust according to the prevailing social consciousness. The modern idea of equality is derived from the theory of rights. The term equality has its root in 'Latin'.6 It refers the sameness in quantity, quality, size and rank for one thing or a person. It has uniformity in application or effect. In other words a person or thing possesses same rank and status to another. This explanation reveals that equality is a prescriptive term. As man is 70 a rational being, he is endowed with the faculty of 'reason'. By creation all men are equal. Naturally the physical, emotional and intellectual needs of all men are similar. Hence, they are entitled to equal rights and treatment in all institutions. However, it has certain limitation in its applications and enforcements because nature has created all things unequal. Equality makes the content of liberty more relevant and substantive. The principle of equality is invoked to prevent some section of society from acquiring unlimited money, power or prestige. It is only intended to restrict the element of 'exploitation' so that other sections of society are not deprived of their due share in these advantages. Further, it aims at widening the base of social benefits lest these benefits are cornered by a small and vocal minority impoverishing the rest of the community.7 it is evident that liberty and equality are human rights which do not emanate from very different sources. They are based on the same logic and they are intended to serve the same social purpose. History of Social Awakening: The struggle for freedom and equality has been continuing even in the civilized societies from ancient time. The rules of 'struggle for existence' and 'survival of the fittest' divided the society into two sections namely stronger and weaker. The fittest is the one physically strongest and mentally clever. The Tamil poet Thiruvalluvar in his work 'Thirukkural' put forth the truth that all men are equal even in the first century of B.C. Further, he emphasized that specialty and greatness would not be given to a person for doing a particular profession or trade according to its grade.8 It reveals that the ancient Tamil society was lack of equality. Similarly in ancient Greece 'slavery' system was practiced by the society.9 However, the struggle was tame and dormant for the rest of the centuries. Revolutionary Movement: French philosopher Rousseau was a Naturalist. As a protagonist of freedom he proclaimed the three terms 'Equality, Liberty and Fraternity' which had revolution France in 1789.10 This trinity principle seems to be very simple and apparent. But it is actually complex and comprehensive in its ramifications. Though it has its own historical background new meaning and values emanate from it in new circumstances. Each part of this principle is different from the other. Yet all the three are closely related to one another. Each one is dependent on the other, and in the social context, the relevance of all the three parts is universal and perpetual. They have their own limitations, yet their implications are varied and valuable. Therefore, before knowing when and why B.R. Ambedkar had adopted the 71 first trinity principle, it is necessary to understand its background and circumstances, which made the principle of liberty, equality and fraternity possible as a password of social change. The Impact of Revolutionary Movements : The French Revolution had made an impact on the people of the world. It also had fostered the ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity and made them popular among the people. The revolutionaries accepted these principles as the highest ideals of human life.11 The ideals Liberty, Equality and Fraternity carried the following means: (a) The main aspect of liberty is political. its concept is the declaration of modern political democracy. (b) Equality is supplementary to the political democracy. Before law all must be treated as equals. There is no discrimination in any form. (c) The feeling of Fraternity turns into an ideal of nationality and patriotism. The people of a country are related to each other. They being together in unity form a nation and the future of the nation depends upon the fraternal feelings they develop and nourish for themselves. Research Scholar : Undoubtedly B.R. Ambedkar had studied deeply and widely the backgrounds and circumstances not only of the French Revolution but also of the radical changes that had taken place in all other countries. The French Revolution had a special appeal to him because irrespective of differences in periods and lands, the 18th century Indian society was much more in bad condition than the French society. In fact the entire administration worked under the rigid rules of caste system. The Brahmins and Kshatriyas were in the ruling clique. Being in minorities, they were enjoying a number of privileges. There were wide spread feelings of low and high castes. In justice, discrimination, religious intolerance and antagonism were prevalent every where. Castes had destroyed the unity of Indian social life. Caste had dominated the entire behaviors of people. The social, economical and religious conditions of the lower caste people were pitiable. Up to the fourth decade of 20th century they were like those of half man and savages, because they did not have any human right to enjoy their life as man.12 They were labeled as 'untouchables' and kept on the lowest rung of ladder in the society. As a sociologist and great scholar B.R.Ambedkar had evolved his own philosophy. According to him any philosophy be it political, social or economic, has to be essentially related to actual human problems and issues. His philosophy was a bridge to the gulf between theory and practice. It was intended to be problems oriented and conflict resolving phenomenon. He 72 naturally developed his own view of man and society as part of such a philosophy. Philosopher : Man constitutes the focal point of Ambedkar's philosophy and man in the chief subject and object of his study. He developed an unfailing faith in man demonstrated fullest sympathy towards society. He declared that every man should have an opportunity to live a dignified life. According to him life without self-respect is disgraceful. It is so vital to honourable life. Merely survival without culture is not worthwhile. To him it is useless for man to be satisfied with the fact that he and his society have survived. What he (the man) must consider Is the quality of his survival. It he does that, I am sure he will cease to take pride in the mere fact of survival.13 It is evident from this that an ideal life needs self-respect, justice and equality. B.R. Ambedkar holds a dynamic view of life. According to him 'man is what his mind makes him'.14 Reformer B.R.Ambedkar : B. R. Ambedkar was the only reformer intellectual who not only saw from close quarters the pitiable social condition, poor economic position, unjust judiciary system, orthodox religions discrimination towards the untouchables, but also experienced himself the hurdles and hardships caused by caste and untouchability.15 As he was always a staunch supporter of freedom of thought, he became a mirror of new ideas of Indians in general and the untouchables in particular. He designed and executed the programmers to highlight the grievances of the untouchables and to restore their lost rights. He used his skill in establishing organizations, positions conducting agitations and occupying government positions. 73 Writings : B. R. Ambedkar was an able critic and powerful advocate not to be cowed by the Hindu propagandists. He produced a type of literature, which expressed the real situation and truth before people. He emphasized in his writings that the mission of man's life should be one of fighting all forms of tyranny, injustice, superstition, falsehood and tradition, which are against the mankind. As a result he was a messiah of social revolution. His books became the instruments of change and revolt. It is to be noted here that he had burnt the 'Manusmruti'.16 His teachings were well-versed in constrictive approach. He provided an ideological framework to the Dalits. It is evident from the above discussion that man is the most important component of society and focal point of his social and political philosophy. B. R. Ambedkar began to write against caste system even as he was a research scholar in USA. In May, 1916 he read of paper on 'The castes in India, their Mechanism, Genesis and Development' at the Anthropology seminar sponsored by Dr. Goldon Weiser.17 As a revolt against the caste Hindus he founded a weekly Newspaper Mooh Nayak in 1920, another half-monthly newspaper Bashiskrit Bharat in 1924, and a weekly magazine known as Jana in 1930 and he attempted to highlight the evils of caste system and demanded equal social, economic religious political rights for the downtrodden and the oppressed section of the society. B.R. Ambedkar published a book entitled 'Annihilation of Caste' in 1936, He described at length the caste system and condemned the evils of the system in it. In this book, he expressed the following: The organization of Hindu society on the basis of four classes is harmful, because It is the result of a system, wherein people are de moralized by not all allowing them equal opportunity and they become mentally disturbed by 74 Not allowing than to hold arms18. It is inferred the facts mentioned above that his writings brought out to light the just causes of the untouchables. With rare and matchless wisdom, honesty and devotion he guided the depressed classes. Organizat ions : B. R.Ambekar prioritized a society which is a self-conscious dignified social identity, a commitment to end the oppressive social order and a hope for the establishment of an equal and libertarian society, become the basic tenets of the social movement in India19. He planned to start organizations to achieve freedom for the depressed classes. His great organizing ability was clearly demonstrated by the 'Associations' founded by him. In July 1924 he started an organization in Mumbai named the 'Bahishkrit Hitkarini Saba' for the moral and material pregress of the untouchables. In September 1927, he formed the 'Samaj Sameta Sangh' for preaching social equality among the Depressed classes and the caste Hindus. He founded the Independent Labour Party of India in October 1936. In April 1942, he formed the Scheduled Castes Federation as an all India Political party.20 Agitat ions : B. R.Ambedkar did not content with mere preaching and writing to secure justice for the untouchables. So he took to the path of fighting in the form of agitation. In December 1927, he had an agitation to establish the civic rights of untouchables to draw water from a public tank "Chavdar Talen" at Mahad, District Kolaba. In connection with this Satyagraha a conference was conveved in which B.R.Ambedkar moved a resolution to burn the Manusmrithi. The resolution was passed Accordingly Ambedkar and his followers publicly burnt Manusmirthi on 25th December 192721. It was a very land mark in Ambedkar's career as well as in the social reform movement of India. Conclusion: B.R.Ambedkar entered in the public life in 1920. He devoted his life to the service of the depressed classes. He wanted India's freedom from the British. The Indian National Congress party was leading a mass movement to free India. Not agreeing with the principles of the Indian National Congress party B.R.Ambedkar did not join in it. However, he thought that friendly with the government he could achieve the rights of the depressed 75 classes. So, he was not hesitant to accept the positions and posts awarded by the government. B.R.Ambedkar in 1920 accepted the invitation of Maharaja of Kollaur and participated in two conferences. In 1927 be became member of the Bombay legistative council by nomination.23 B. R.Ambedkar attended the three Round Table conferences convened by the British government in London as the leader of the untouchables from 1930-1932. He presented the inhuman conditions of the untouchables in India and lambasted the British government for its failure to protect them. His demand for separate electorates for the depressed classes which resulted in signing the poona Pact. This Pact ensured a fair and equitable deal for Dalits in any future set up of India25. The draft prepared by the drafting committee headed by him was appreciated, applauded and approved by the Constituent Assembly on November 26, 1949. It is to be observed here that the noble ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity are enshrined in it by the efforts of him. He also served a Law Minister in Nehru's Cabinet. He softened his attitude towards the congress and Gandhiji to build up a new India where the people of the depressed classes would really be free Thus, B.R.Ambedkar attempted all the possible methods and strategies to awaken the untouchables towards liberty and equality.26 References : 1. Liz Whefer (ed), Illustrated Oxford Dictionary,New Delhi Oxford university press, 2003,p. 234. 2. Gaubas,O.P An Introduction to Political Theory, New Delhi,Macmillan publishers, 1995,p.98. 3. Ibid., p,99. 4. Liz Wheeler (ed.), Op.Cit.,p.237. 5. O.P.Gauba, Op.Cit.,p,102. 6. Liz Wheeler (ed), Op.Cit., p.238. 7. O.P.Gauba, Op.Cit.,p.105. 8. Thiruvalluvar, Thirukkural, Chennai: Saratha Pathippakam, Kural,2004, 972. 9. O.P.Gauba, Op,Cit,.p.108. 10. S.R.Bakshi,(ed.), Op.Cit.,p.73. 11. Dr. Jatava, Ambedkar and Humanity Jaipur: ABC Publishers, 1999.p.79, 12. Ibid., pp. 8084. 13. D. Chandrakant, Shivakakori, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's political philosophy , Anmol 76 Publications, New Delhi, 2004,p.49. 14. Sanjay Prakash Sharma, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, A rusader of social justice, RBSA, Publishers, New Delhi, 2003,p.98. 15. D.R. Jatava, Op.Cit.,p.81. 16. D.K. Mohanty, Indian Political Tradition from to Manu to Ambedkar, Anmol publications, New Delhi, 2001,p.69. 17. Dr. D.R.Jatava, Op.Cit., p.97. 18. Harish S Wankhede, 'The pditical and the social in the Dalit movement Today' Economic and political weekly, Mumbai: Feb, .May, 9, 2008. 19. S.R. Bakshi (ed.),.Op.Cit.,p.79. 20. D.Chandrakant, Op.Cit.,.p. 52. 21. Chamanlal, Dr.Ambedkar, An Ambassador of Humanity, Mainstream, vol.XLVI.No.8, April 19, 2000,p. 235. 22. D.K. Mohanty, Indian political Tradition from Manu to Ambedkar, Anmol publication, New Delhi, 2004,p.73. 23. D.K. Mohanty, Indian political Tradition from Manu to Ambedkar, Anmol publication, New Delhi, 2004,p.73. 24. S.R.Bakshi (ed.), Op.Cit.,p.84. 25. D.R. Jatava, Op.Cit., p.82. 26. Ibid., pp.83-85. 77 11. yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa ds la?k"kZ esa MkWHkhejko vEcsMdj dk ;ksxnku MkWns'kjkt fljloky 'kks/k&lkjka'k yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkj orZeku le; dk egRoiw.kZ vkSj izklafxd iz'u cu pqdk gSA ns'k ds HkkSfrd vkSj vkfFkZd fodkl dh dher vke yksxksa ds yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa ds guu ds }kjk nh tk jgh gSA orZeku ifjfLFkfr;k¡ fdlh lEHkkfor lkekftd Økafr dh vksj vxzlj dj jgh gSA fiNyh 'krkCnh dh ftl lkekftd Økafr dh cnkSyr Hkjr esa vkt ge LorU=rk] lekurk] Hkzkr`Ro dh ckr djrs gSa] mlesa lkgwth egkjkt] T;ksfrck Qqys] ukjk;.k xq# vkSj MkWvEcsMdj dk cgqr cM+k ;ksxnku jgk gSA bu reke egkiq#"kksa ds la?k"kZ ds ifj.kke Lo:i gh gesa cksyus dh] fy[kus dh] viuh ethZ ls is'kk pquus dh] laxBu [kM+k djus dh o ehfM;k pykus dh vktknh feyh gS vU;Fkk tkfrxr HksnHkko dks xyr ugha ekuk tkrk] Nqvk&Nqr dks dkuwu esa vijk/k ?kksf"kr ugha fd;k tkrk] L=h LorU=rk dh ckr dkSu djrk\ jk"Vah; vkSj vUrjkZ"Vah; Lrj ij yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa ds la?k"kZ ij gesa cgqr dqN i<+us vkSj lquus dks feyrk gS ysfdu tc Hkh ge Hkkjr ds fo}kuksa dh rjQ ns[krs gSa rks vkerkSj ij MkWvEcsMdj th dks dsoy nfyrksa ds elhgk vkSj lafo/kku dk jpf;rk Hkj dg dj ckr [kRe dj nh tkrh gSA pkgs ge bls yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkj dgsa ;k ekuokf/kdkj dgsa] MkWHkhejko vEcsMdj ,d ,sls O;fDr gS ftuds lkekftd ;ksxnku dks ge udkj ugha ldrs D;ksafd muds fopkjksa vkSj la?k"kZ dk izHkko vkt ge Hkkjrh; lekt ij fufoZokn ns[k ldrs gSaA izLrqr ys[k dk eq[; mís'; MkWHkhejko vEcsMdj th ds ;ksxnku dks orZeku yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa ds la?k"kZ ds bfrgkl ds lanHkZ esa v/;;u djuk gSA ifjp; lkekU; yksx ;k fdlh ,d fo'ks"k {ks= ls tqM+s yksx yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa ds ckjs esa tkuuk pkgrs gSaA yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa ls rkRi;Z mu vf/kdkjksa ls gS tks fd gesa Hkkjrh; lafo/kku ds }kjk fn, x;s gSA vkerkSj ij bu vf/kdkjksa dk lEcU/k 'kgjksa esa jgus okys i<+s&fy[ks yksxksa ls fy;k tkrk gS tks vius fo'ks"k vf/kdkjksa ds fy, vkokt mBkrs gSa] ysfdu blesa mu lHkh iz;kl'khy yksxksa dks lfEefyr fd;k tk ldrk gS tksfd yksxksa dks muds vf/kdkjksa ds izfr 78 tkx:d djrs gSa] fo'ks"k vfHk;ku pykrs gSa] fjiksVZ ;k tkx:drk lEcU/kh lkfgR; dk izdkÓu djrs gSaA Hkkjr esa yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa dk la?kÔZ yxHkx mifuosÓd lekt esa LorU=rk laxzke ds le; esa gh Óq# gqvk] tc jktuhfrd ÓfDr fczfVÓ Óklu ls Hkkjrh;ksa dh rjQ vxzlj gqbZA csÓd 24 vxLr 1936 dks ^^vky bf.M;k flfoy fycVhZt** ds :i esa yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa dk la?k"kZ laxfBr :i esa gekjs lkeus vkrk gS ysfdu budh tM+s gesa 19oha ÓrkCnh ds Óq#vkr esa feyrh gS] tc fopkj izdV djus dh LorU=rk vkSj izsl dh LorU=rk] dkuwu ds le{k lekurk vkSj jaxHksn ij vk/kkfjr vlekurk dh eqghe Óq# gqbZA 1 ,d yksdrkfU=d lekt esa ;g Li"V gksrk gS fd lHkh ukxfjdksa dks leku yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkj izkIr gksA ysfdu Hkkjrh; lekt dh orZeku fLFkfr blds fcYdqy foijhr gS] D;ksafd lkekftd fLFkfr ds lkFk gh vf/kdkj Hkh cny tkrs gSa] csÓd gesa dkuwuh :i ls nsÓ }kjk leku vf/kdkj dk nkok fd;k tkrk gSA ysfdu lkekftd vo/kkj.kk,a] lkekftd va/kfo'okl] lkekftd vÓqHkksa ds tdM+s yksx tksfd nsÓ dh T;knkrj ÓfDr ij viuk opZLo j[krs gSa] lHkh dks bu vf/kdkjksa ls oafpr dj nsrs gSaA Hkz"Vkpkj] fgalk] xanh jktuhfr] xjhcksa dk ÓksÔ.k vkfn dk;ksaZ }kjk ;s fujadqÓ ÓfDr;k¡ nsÓ ds lafo/kku vkSj U;k; O;oLFkk dks Bsaxk fn[kkdj yksdrU= dks detksj dj jgh gSA efgykvksa] nfyrksa] detksj vkSj vkfnokfl;ksa vkfn ij fd;s tkus okys ÓksÔ.k esa yxkrkj òf) gks jgh gSA Hkkjrh; lafo/kku ,oa tksdrkfU=d dkuwu orZeku le; esa yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa dh fLFkfr ij d`".k flag fVIi.kh djrs gSa] ^^vktknh ds ckn geus tks lafo/kku viuk;k vkSj ckn esa mlesa le;&le; ij tks laÓks/ku fd, mls okLrfod vFkksaZ esa lekurk ij vk/kkfjr ,d yksdrkfU=d lekt dh vksj etcwrh ls c<+rs gq, vc rd tkfr] laLd`fr vkSj /keZ ds reke nckoksa ls eqDr gks tkuk pkfg, FkkA LorU=rk ds bu 67 oÔksaZ esa nfyrksa] vkfnokfl;ksa] xjhcksa] efgykvksa vkSj vYila[;dksa dh fLFkfr ds eísutj D;k ;g dgk tk ldrk gS fd lpeqp esa gekjk lekt vkSj O;oLFkk ,d mnkj ,oa yksdrkfU=d gS\ D;k ge dg ldrs gSa fd gekjh yksdrkfU=d O;oLFkk egt pquko djokus rd lhfer ugha gS\ vkSj lhekorhZ jkT;ksa [kkldj tEew&d'ehj vkSj iwoksZÙkj esa yksdrU= dh okLrfod fLFkfr D;k gS\ lekt ds lcls fupys ik;nku ij [kM+h O;kid vkcknh ds fy, Hkkjrh; yksdrU= ds D;k ek;us gSa\ Hkkjrh; lekt esa igys ls ekStwn lkEiznkf;drk ftl rsth ls viuh tM+sa etcwr dj jgh gS vkSj 79 Ógjksa ls ysdj vc xk¡oksa vkSj dLcksa esa cgqr xgjs rd viuh iSB cuk jgh gSA fiNys fnuksa if'pe mÙkjiznsÓ esa gq, O;kid vkSj lqfu;ksftr naxs bldk rktk mnkgj.k gSaA ;g izòfÙk /keZfujis{krk dks usLrukcwn djus ij rqyh gSA** 2 vkxs og fy[krs gSa] ^^vxj ge viuh orZeku yksdrkfU=d O;oLFkk dks ns[ks rks blus vius gh ukxfjdksa ds ,d O;kid fgLls ds fy, leku ukxfjd vf/kdkjksa ds muds ewyHkwr vf/kdkj dks vlaHko cuk fn;k gSA vkf[kj ;g fdl rjg dk yksdrU= gS tgk¡ yksdrU= ds uke ij lÓL= cy foÓsÔkf/kdkj dkuwu ds tfj, fofHkUu lhekar {ks=ksa esa ukxfjd vf/kdkjksa ds fy, la?kÔZ dj jgs yksxksa dk neu fd;k tkrk gks ;k vkradokn ls yM+kbZ ds uke ij vYila[;d leqnk; dks izrkfM+r fd;k tk jgk gksA vkf[kj ;g dSlh yksdrkfU=d O;oLFkk gS tks lkEiznkf;drk dks ^fodkl* ds i;kZ; esa cny nsrh gks\** 3 vfHkÔd JhokLro Hkkjr dh orZeku fLFkfr dk fo'ysÔ.k djrs gq, dgrs gS] ^^Hkkjr esa tks laoS/kkfud izÓklu dk ekWMy Lohdkj fd;k x;k gS] mls cqtqZvk yksdrU= dgrs gSaA ;g Hkhrj ls gh cqtqZvk ds fgrksa dh lsok djus dh vksj gh izòÙk gS tks fd turk ds izca/ku dk ,d midj.k gSA bl izfØ;k esa turk dks ykHk rks vo'; feyrk gS] ysfdu ,slk foÓq) iwathoknh j.kuhfr ds rkSj ij gh gksrk gS ftlesa nwljksa ds eqdkcys vius etnwjksa dks csgrj etnwjh nh tjrh gS rkfd yEcs le; rd viuk equkQk cuk jgsA blds lkFk gh ekfyd etnwjksa esa foHkktu Hkh iSnk djrk gS rkfd muds Hkhrj lkewfgd eksyHkko dh rkdr iSnk u gks ldsA cqtqZvk yksdrU= ,sls gh dke djrk gSA Hkkjr esa ;g ekWMy ^izca/ku* dh bl j.kuhfr ds ikj tkrk gS vkSj bls viuh lkearh fojklr dk bLrseky djrs gq, fupys oxksaZ ds f[kykQ gksus esa dksbZ fnDdr ugha vkrhA ftl rjhds ls uhfr;ksa dks cqtqZvkth ds i{k esa /kks[ks ls bLrseky fd;k gS] ftl rjhds ls lafo/kku ds ek/;e ls blus ykskxksa dks liuk fn[kk;k vkSj ftl rjhds ls blus turk ds izfrjks/k dks dqpy fn;k] ;g bldh lkearh izd`fr dks fn[kkrk gSA blus csÓd tkfr;ksa dks cuk, j[kus vkSj igpku dh jktuhfr dks gok nsus dk ÔM~;a= fd;k gSA tkfgj rkSj ij uomnkjoknh uhfr;ksa ls cqtqZok yksdrU= dh reke izpfyr cqjkb;ksa dks cM+s iSekus ij c<+k fn;k gSA** 4 orZeku le; esa ykxw dkuwu Hkh mijksDr fLFkfr dks etcwr dj jgs gSaA Hkkjrh; lafo/kku 26 uoEcj 1950 dks ykxw gks x;k Fkk fdUrq fczfVÓ lkezkT; }kjk cuk, x;s dkuwuksa dks vHkh rd izfrLFkkfir ugha fd;k x;k gSA ef.kjke ÓekZ ds vuqlkj] ^^gekjs lafo/kku ds yksdrkfU=d izko/kkuksa dks ewrZ:i nsus ds fy, iqjkus lezkT;oknh dkuwuksa o u, U;kf;d n`"VkUrksa dh leh{kk dj u, dkuwu 80 cuk, tkus pkfg, FksA cgqr ls izko/kku vHkh Hkh gekjs lafo/kku rd gh lhfer gS o dksbZ lalnh; dkuwu mudh O;k[;k ugha djrs gSa ftlls U;k;ikfydk dks euekuh O;k[;k djus dk [kqyk volj miyC/k gksrk gSA nsÓ esa U;kf;d txr~ esa fu;U=.k ,oa vuqÓklu dk vHkko Li"V gSA fczfVÓ dkuwu bl n`f"Vdks.k ls cuk;s tkrs Fks fd fonsfÓ;ksa }kjk nsÓh yksxksa ij Óklu djuk rFkk lezkT; dk [ktkuk Hkjuk vklku gks ldsA gekjh yksdrkfU=d O;oLFkk us Hkh blh ijEijk dk fuokZg dj lÙkklhu yksxksa ds fy, LoNUnrk dks vklku cuk;k gSA ;|fi n.M izfØ;k lafgrk dk uohuhdj.k fd;k x;k gS fdUrq blesa ekSfyd ifjorZu ugha fd;k x;k gS] ;g ewyr% n.M izfØ;k lafgrk 1898 ij gh vk/kkfjr gSA Hkkjrh; x.kjkT; dh Óklu O;oLFkk o dkuwu ,oa U;k; iz.kkyh esa vHkh Hkh lkezkT;okn dh Nfo fn[kkbZ nsrh gSA gekjh laln le;kuqdwy dkuwuksa dk fuekZ.k djus esa foQy gSA vr,o gesa iqjkus lezkT;oknh dkuwuksa ls gh dke pykuk iM+rk gSA gesa leLr iqjkus dkuwuksa dh leh{kk djuh pkfg, fd D;k ;s lafo/kku ds vuq:i gS\** 5 yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa ds lanHkZ esa ef.kjke vkxs dgrs gSa] ^^;|fi blh vof/k esa baXySaM us 1⁄4lezkV ds v/khu gksrs gq, Hkh1⁄2 dkuwu esa la'kks/ku dj yksdrkfU=d ewY;ksa dk laj{k.k fd;k gS vkSj geus iw.kZr% LorU= ,oa laizHkw gksdj Hkh u rks u, dkuwuksa dk fuekZ.k fd;k vkSj u gh baXySaM ds u, dkuwuksa dk vuqlj.k djuk lh[kk gSA tcfd baXySaM vkt gels dkQh vkxs fudy x;k gSA O;fDrxr LorU=rk thou dk vewY; vf/kdkj gS rFkk lafo/kku ds vuqPNsn 20 ls 22 rd esa bldk izko/kku gS fdUrq bu vewY; ewykf/kdkjksa dh O;k[;k ij laln us vkt rd dksbZ O;kid dkuwu dk fuekZ.k ugha fd;k gSA ifj.kkeLo:i U;k;k/kh'k] odhy ,os iqfyl viuh lqfo/kkuqlkj budh O;k[;k djrs jgrs gSaA vkt vkijkf/kd U;k; rU= esa fxj¶rkjh ,oa tekur Hkz"Vkpkj dk lcls cM+k òksr gSA gekjs jk"Vah; iqfyl vk;ksx dh rhljh fjiksVZ esa Hkh dgk x;k gS fd 60% ls vf/kd fxj¶rkfj;k vuko';d gksrh gS rFkk og iqfyl esa Hkz"Vkpkj dk lcls cM+k òksr gS rFkk bu fxj¶rkfj;ksa ij tsyksa esa dqy ctV dk 43-2% Hkkx O;; gksrk gSA [ksn dk foÔ; gS fd 11&07&1978 dks izLrqr bl fjiksVZ ij gekjh ekuuh; laln }kjk vkt rd xEHkhj fparu dj dksbZ dkuwu ugha cuk;k x;k gS tcfd baXySaM esa tekur ds foÔ; esa 75 /kkjkvksa okyk vyx ls & ,d O;kid lafgrkc) dkuwu tekur vf/kfu;e 2000 cukdj U;k;y; ,oa iqfyl dks lhfer dj fn;k x;k gSA ;|fi Hkkjrh; mPpre U;k;y; us tksfxUnz dqekj 1⁄419941⁄2 ds ekeys esa dgk gS fd t?kU; vijk/k dks NksM+dj iqfyl dks fxj¶rkjh dks Vkyuk pkfg, rFkk eftLVasV dks bu funsZÓksa dh 81 vuqikyuk lqfuf'pr djuh pkfg,A fdUrq O;ogkj esa iqfyl vuko';d fxj¶rkfj;k¡ djrh gS vkSj eftLVsaV fQj Hkh tekur ls badkj dj vfHkj{kk esa Hkstrs jgrs gSaA ;fn Lo;a fxj¶rkjh gh vuko';d ,oa vU;k;iw.kZ gks rks vfHkj{kk fdl izdkj U;k;ksfpr gks ldrh gSA gekjs lafo/kku ds vuqPNsn 20 1⁄431⁄2 esa vfHk;qDr O;fDr dks Lo;a ds fo#) lk{; u nsus dk laoS/kkfud vf/kdkj gS fdUrq iqfyl ;kruk,a ,oa bl vf/kdkj dk mYya?ku vkt nsÓ esa loZfofnr gSA gekjh laln us bl fnÓk esa fdlh dkuwu dk fuekZ.k ugha fd;k gSA ;|fi dqN U;kf;d n`"VkUrksa esa bl vf/kdkj dks ekuk x;k gS fdUrq U;kf;d n`"VkUr fdlh vf/kfu;fer dkuwu dk LFkku ugha ys ldrs rFkk mu ij erHksn jgrk gSA---vkt iqfy; vfHkj{kk esa èR;q] ;kruk,a o vekuoh; O;ogkj ,oa QthZ eqBHksM+ esa èR;q gekjs ;gk¡ cgqr gh lkekU; ckrsa cu x;h gSa ftuds foÔ; esa vyx ls lafgrkc) dkuwu dh vko';drk gSA--gekjh yksdrkfU=d o lektoknh ljdkj dks pkfg, fd mDr fonsÓh dkuwuksa dk Hkkjrh; lanHkZ esa ykHkizn v/;;u dj leqfpr dkuwu cuk;sA** 6 Hkkjr esa ekuokf/kdkjksa dh fLFkfr ds ckjs esa jktfdÓksj th bl izdkj lpsr dj jgs gSa] ^^Hkkjr dk ÓfDrÓkyh oxZ dkxt ij ;k HkkÔ.kksa ij ekuo vf/kdkjksa ds izfr pkgs ftruh izfrc)rk tkfgj djs] okLrfod thou esa ;g izfrc)rk cgqr gh de fn[kkbZ nsrh gS] ;gk¡ rd dh lkekU; fÓ"Vkpkj dk Hkh ikyu ugha fd;k tkrkA ,sls ekgkSy esa ekuo vf/kdkoknh lgt gh lkekftd dkSrqgy dk foÔ; curk gS] tc og iqfyl fgjklr esa ekSr] dSfn;ksa ds lkFk nO;Zogkj vkSj vkradokn ls eqBHksM+ ds uke ij dh tkus okyh xSjt:jh fgalk vkSj neu dk fojks/k djrk gSA vijk/kh ;k vfHk;qDr dks Hkh lgkuqHkwfr dh utj ls ns[kk tk ldrk gS ;k ns[kk tkuk pkfg, rFkk lsuk vkSj iqfyl dks Øwj] funZ;h vkSj vjktd ugha gksuk pkfg,A ;g fopkj rhljh nqfu;k esa vHkh yksdfiz; ugha gks ik;k gS] gk¡ vkUnksyudkfj;ksa ds lkFk dh tkus okyh ljdkjh fgalk ds izfr vlarksÔ t:j cuk gqvk gSA ,slk izrhr gksrk gS fd rhljh nqfu;k esa ekuo vf/kdkjksa dh odkyr djus okys yksx flQZ neu vkSj vR;kpkj ds f[kykQ gh vkokt ugha mBk,axs] cfYd oafpr yksxksa ds vkfFkZd] jktuhfrd rFkk lkekftd vf/kdkjksa dh Hkh yM+kbZ yM+saxsA** 7 mijksDr leL;kvksa dh lEHkkoukvksa dks ns[krs gq, MkWvEcsMdj us xEHkhj psrkouh nsrs gq, dgk Fkk] ^26 tuojh 1950 dks ge fojks/kkHkklksa ds {ks= esa izosÓ djus tk jgs gSaA ,d rjQ tgk¡ gekjs jktuhfrd {ks= esa lekurk gksxh] ogha gekjh ijEijkvksa ds dkj.k lkekftd vkSj vkfFkZd thou esa vlekurk cuh jgsxhA gesa bl vUrfoZjks/k dks Óh?kzkfrÓh?kz nwj djuk gksxk vU;Fkk bl 82 vlekurk ds fÓdkj yksx eqf'dy ls cuk, x;s bl jktuhfrd yksdrU= dks /oLr dj nsaxsA* vkxs ge MkWvEcsMdj ds dqN ,sls gh egRoiw.kZ fopkjksa dk v/;;u djsaxsA Hkkjrh; yksdrU= vkSj MkWHkhejko vEcsMdj ds fopkj ,l-vkjnjkiqjh ds vuqlkj MkWvEcsMdj izR;sd ukxfjd dh ewyHkwr vko';drkvksa dh iwfrZ fdlh Hkh yksdrU= dk izFke drZO; ekurs FksA os lezkT;okn vkSj iwathokn ds [kqys fojks/kh FksA mudh lksp esa dkyZ ekDlZ vkSj xkSre cq) ds fppkjksa dk vñHkqr leUo; gSA os iDds ;FkkFkZoknh FksA mudh ekU;rk Fkh fd ekuo lekt esa iw.kZ lekurk ugha yk;h tk ldrhA blhfy, os /ku&nkSyr ,oa vU; izdkj dh lkekftd&ÓSf{kd vlekurkvksa dks gh Øfed vkSj rkfdZd <+x ls nwj djuk pkgrs FksA MkWvEcsMdj dk n`<+ er Fkk fd ^gesa vius yksdrU= dks lkekftd vkSj vkfFkZd yksdrU= cukuk pkfg,] D;ksafd blds fcuk jktuhfrd yksdrU= vf/kd fnuksa rd ugha py ldrkA 8 dkyZ ekDlZ us ekuo bfrgkl dks oxksaZ dk bfrgkl crk;k gS] fdUrq ÓksÔ.k vkSj neu ds dqN nwljs vkStkj Hkh de egRoiw.kZ ugha jgs gSaA ,slk gh ,d vkStkj gS dqN lewgksa }kjk nwljs ekuo lewgksa dh leku ekuoh;rk ds vLohdkj esa gks jgk gS] rks os ekuo lekt dh bl ^ge cuke os* dh leL;k dks gh lkeus j[krs gSaA ,d vksj og tkrh;rk dk nEHk gS vkSj nwljh vkSj gS ekStwnk vkS|ksfxd n`f"V ls fiNM+s nsÓksa esa thou fojks/kh fLFkfr;ksa dk rsth ls fodkl gks jgk gS ;g Hkh oLrqr% nqfu;k dk ,d izdkj dk uLyh; foHkktu gh gSA-Hkkjr esa ekuokf/kdkj dh yM+kbZ lkekftd U;k; vkSj lerk dh yM+kbZ Hkh gSA** 9 MkWvEcsMdj dh ;g Hkh ekU;rk Fkh fd lkekftd vkSj vkfFkZd eqfDr ds fcuk thou vkSj jktuhfrd LorU=rk dk dkuwu ,oa lafo/kku }kjk laj{k.k csekuh gks tkrk gSA MkWvEcsMdj dk jktuhfrd nÓZu ewyr% lkekftd&vkfFkZd nÓZu gSA muds fuEufyf[kr fopkjksa ls ge mudh lektoknh lksp dk lgh vuqeku yxk ldrs gSa vkSj tks Hkh mUgksaus Hkkjrh; laoS/kkfud O;oLFkk esa fn;k gS mlh ds vk/kkj ij vkt ge vf/kdkjksa dh ckr dj ik jgs gSa%   ^^esjs fopkj esa yksdrU= dh lQyrk dh igyh ÓrZ gS fd lekt esa ?kksj vlekurk,a u gksaA ogk¡ ij dksbZ ÓksfÔr vkSj nfyr oxZ u gksA ogk¡ ij u rks dksbZ lokZf/kdkj lEiUu oxZ vkSj u gh dksbZ loZFkk oafpr oxZ gksA vU;Fkk ,slk foHkktu] ,slh ifjfLFkfr;k¡ rFkk ,slk lkekftd 83 laxBu gesÓk fgald Økafr ds cht latks;s jgrk gS vkSj yksdrU= }kjk bldk funku vlEHko gks tkrk gSA**   ^^laoS/kkfud foÓsÔK ;g eku ysrs gS fd LorU=rk dh lqj{kk gsrq ekSfyd vf/kdkjksa dks ns nsuk gh i;kZIr gSA mudh ekU;rk gS fd tc ljdkj O;fDrxr] lkekftd vkSj vkfFkZd ekeyksa esa gLr{ksi ugha djrh rks O;fDr dh LorU=rk lqjf{kr jgrh gSA fdUrq vko';drk bl ckr dh gS fd U;wure ljdkjh gLr{ksi dks dk;e j[krs gq, okLrfod LorU=rkvksa dks c<+k;k tk;sA LorU=rk dks dsoy ljdkjh gLr{ksi ls iw.kZ eqfDr ds lanHkZ esa gh ifjHkkfÔr ugha fd;k tkuk pkfg,A blls LorU=rk dh leL;k dk lek/kku ugha gks tkrkA ljdkjh gLr{ksi ds fcuk taxy jkt vFkkZr~ ftl dh ykBh mldh HkSal okyk lekt gksxkA**   ^^gesa ;g ugha Hkwyuk pkfg, fd yksx] nfyrksa lfgr dsoy dkuwu vkSj O;oLFkk ij thfor ugha jgrs] mUgsa rks jksVh pkfg,A**   ^^csjkstxkj yksxksa ls iwfN;s dh muds fy, ekSfyd vf/kdkjksa dh D;k mi;ksfxrk gS\ ;fn fdlh csjkstxkj O;fDr dks vfuf'pr ?kaVksa okyh laoS/kkfud ukSdjh vkSj fdlh etnwj ;wfu;u esa Ókfey gksus] laxBu cukus vFkok /kkfeZd LorU=rk ds vf/kdkj ds chp pquus ds fy, dgk tk;s rks D;k mlds pquko ds ckjs esa dksbZ Ód gks ldrk gS\ og nwljh pht dSls pqu ldrk gS\ Hkw[kejh] ?kjfoghurk] nfjnzrk] cPpksa dks Ldwy ls nwj j[kus tSlh ifjfLFkfr;k¡ fdlh Hkh O;fDr dks vius ekSfyd vf/kdkj NksM+us ds fy, ck/; dj ldrh gSA bl izdkj csjkstxkj yksx dke rFkk thou fuokZg ds fy, ekSfyd vf/kdkjksa dks frykatfy nsus ds fy, etcwj gksaxsA**   ^^Li"Vr;k ;g LorU=rk tehankjksa dks yxku c<+kus] iwathifr;ksa dks dke ds ?kaVs c<+kus vkSj de etnwjh nsus dh NwV nsus okyh gksxhA ;g ,slh gh gksxhA**   ^^;g vR;Ur vlarksÔtud fLFkfr gS fd vf/kdkaÓ yksxksa dks viuh thfodk dekus ds fy, Hkkj <ksus okys iÓqvksa dh rjg 14&14 ?kaVs ilhuk cgkuk iM+rk gS vkSj bl izdkj os euq"; dh vewY; /kjksgj efLr"d ,oa eu dk iz;ksx djus ds voljksa ls loZFkk oafpr jg tkrs gSaA iwoZ esa dSlk Hkh jgk gks] ijUrq orZeku le; esa oSKkfud vkSj rduhdh izxfr us bls lEHko cuk fn;k gSA dqN yksxksa }kjk nwljksa dk ÓksÔ.k blfy, lEHko gks ik jgk gS fd mRiknu ds lk/kuksa] Hkwfe vkSj m|ksxksa ij lekt dk fu;U=.k ugha gSA tc ;g lEHko dj fn;k tk;sxk] rks eSa bls okLrfod Økafr ekuwaxkA** 84 MkWvEcsMdj laoS/kkfud O;oLFkk esa fo'okl j[krs Fks vkSj mUgksaus jktÓfDr dh l`tukRed Hkwfedk ij tksj fn;kA lgh ek;us esa yksdrkfU=d jkt yksd dY;k.kdkjh gksxkA mudk ekuuk Fkk fd ,sls jkt dk mi;ksx tehankjksa vkSj iwathifr;ksa tSls fufgr LokFkksaZ dks vuqÓkflr djus vkSj muds lkekftd&vkfFkZd vk/kkj dks [kRe djus ds fy, fd;k tk ldrk gSA buds vf/kdkjksa dks lhfer fd;s cxSj vketu dks LorU=rk ugha nh tk ldrhA vr% MkWvEcsMdj us dgk] ^^,d vFkZO;oLFkk] ftlesa yk[kksa etnwj mRiknujr gks] le;&le; ij fdlh u fdlh dks fu;e cukus iM+saxs rkfd etnwjksa dks dke fey ldsa vkSj m|ksx pyrs jgs] vU;Fkk thou vlEHko gks tk;sxkA jktdh; fu;U=.k ls LorU=rk dk eryc gksxk O;fDrxr ekfydksa dh rkukÓkghA** 10 MkWvEcsMdj dk fparu gesÓk xjhc yksxksa ds vf/kdkjksa ds fy, yM+rs jgs] ysfdu mUgsa irk Fkk fd ek= LorU=rk ls gh Hkkjr dh lkekftd O;oLFkk dks cnyk ugha tk ldrk cfYd blds fy, ,d yksdrkfU=d O;oLFkk Hkh t:jh Fkh] rkfd fuEu oxZ dks vksj tqYe u lgus iM+sA ^^MkWvEcsMdj ugha pkgrs Fks fd dsoy oxZ foÓsÔ ds gkFkksa esa lÙkk ÓfDr dsfUnzr gks tks oxZ vYi ÓfDr ds nq#i;ksx ls vNwrksa ij tqYe djrk gS og oxZ vf/kd lÙkk lEiUu gksus ij ugha djsxk] bldh D;k xkjaVh Fkh\ ekewyh gfFk;kjksa ls vNwrksa dks ?kk;y djus okys Lojkt dh ryokj feyus ij mudh xnZu dkVsaxsA blhfy, os Lì'; fgUnqvksa esa fcuk lq/kkj ds vaxzstksa dks Lì'; ds gkFkksa Lojkt lÙkk gLrkarj.k ds i{k esa ugha FksA** 11 Hkkjr esa /keZ dk eqñnk Óq# ls gh yksxksa ds ÓksÔ.k dk ,d etcwr vk/kkj jgk gS ysfdu MkWvEcsMdj th ds fopkjksa us rRdkyhu /kkfeZd O;oLFkk ds fy, Hkh pqukSfr;k¡ [kM+h dj nh Fkh ftldh HkjikbZ rFkkdfFkd ÓksÔd oxZ vkt rd ugha dj ik;k gSA ^^MkWvEcsMdj ftl lektokn dh ckr djrs gSa mldh lcls cM+h t:jr Hkkjr ds nfyr oxZ dks gh gSA lektokn nfyr oxksaZ dh eqfDr dk nÓZu gSA fgUnwoknh vkSj iwathoknh nksuksa ÓfDr;k¡ nfyr oxksaZ ls blfy;s Hk;Hkhr gS fd os muds lezkT; ds fy, [krjk cu ldrs gSa] blhfy, os bl [krjs ls lko/kku gksdj vius lkjs lalk/ku /keZ ds izpkj esa >ksads gq, gSAA nfyrksa vkSj vkfnokfl;ksa dks blh vkSj eqLyeku cuus ls blfy, jksdrs gSa D;ksafd blls muds ^^jk"Vaokn dk fl)kUr** [krjs esa iM+ tkrk gSA--vkt 21oha lnh esa /keZ dk Óksj blfy, T;knk gS] D;ksafd Óksj epkus okys yksx mudh vizklafxdrk dks tkurs gSaA t:jr gS] nsÓ dh turk Hkh bl vizklafxdrk dks le>sA** 12 85 yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa dk la?k"kZ djus okys dks vke vkneh dh yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa ds vFkZ vkSj egRo ds ckjs lkekftd vkUnksyuksa ds }kjk f'kf{kr djuk pkfg,A mUgsa yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa ds la?k"kZ ds izfr gh laxfBr vkSj rRij jguk pkfg,A lkoZtfud] lkekftd vkUnksyuksa ds }kjk gh ge yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa dks izkIr dj ldrs gSa vkSj lekt esa vfLFkjrk vU;k; QSykus okys rRoksa ds izfr tkx:d jgdj] mUgsa 'kklu vkSj ljdkj }kjk fd;s x;s turk fojks/kh dkuwuksa vkSj fu.kZ;ksa dk iwjk fojks/k djuk pkfg, rHkh og vius y{; dh vksj vxzlj gks ldrs gSaA laoS/kkfud] dkuwuh vkSj 'kklu O;oLFkk esa lq/kkj yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa dk eq[; y{; gksrk gS vkSj og rHkh izkIr fd;k tk ldrk gS tc ge lkoZHkkSe U;k; O;oLFkk ds izfr fo'oklh vkSj iz;Ru'khy jgs] cs'kd orZeku ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa gesa viuk mís'; nq:g yxs ysfdu ;g vlEHkkO; ugha gS] D;ksafd gj ,d iz;kl ,d lius ls gh 'kq: gksrk gSA yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkj lafo/kku&O;oLFkk ls gh feyrs gSa vkSj ukxfjdksa dks ml O;oLFkk esa fo'okl j[krs gq, vius vkUnksyu dks vkxs c<+kuk pkfg, rFkk jkT; }kjk fd;s tk jgs vf/kdkjksa ds guu ds izfr ,dtqV jgdj la?k"kZ djuk pkfg,A MkWvEcsMdj ds fparu esa lektokn dh :ijs[kk cgqr Li"V vkSj xgjh FkhA Hkkjr ds lkekftd :ikUrj.k vkSj vkfFkZd fodkl ds fy, os bls vifjgk;Z ekurs FksA blfy, ge dg ldrs gSa fd dsoy vf/kdkjksa ij tksj nsuk gh i;kZIr ugha gSA ,d O;fDr ds vf/kdkj nwljs ds fy, rHkh vkd"kZ.k ;k lEekutud gksaxs tc mudk mi;ksx jpukRed <+x ls fd;k tk;s vkSj lHkh ds lkekftd fgrksa dk Hkh [;ky j[kk tk;s] D;ksafd vf/kdjksa dh xjhek Hkh rHkh curh gS tc drZO;ksa dk Hkh mfpr <+x ls ikyu fd;k tk;sA vr% yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa dh izkfIr fdlh Hkh lekt esa yksdrU= dh lgh LFkkiuk ds fy, vius vki esa ,d egRoiw.kZ vkSj vfuok;Z 'krZ gS vkSj MkWvEcsMdj dk gj iz;kl blh rjQ Fkk uk fd fdlh fo'ks"k oxZ ds fgrksa dk /;ku j[kdj mUgksaus la?k"kZ fd;kA Hkkjrh; lekt esa mudk fparu ,d vkn'kZ gS ftls ge tkfr] oxZ] /keZ dh fo'ks"k ifjf/k esa ugha cka/k ldrs gSa] blhfy, Hkkjr esa yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkjksa ds lanHkZ esa mudk ;ksxnku vewY; gSA lanHkZ vkSj fVIif.k;k¡ 1fnikadj pØorhZ] ^^bu lpZ vkWQ , fj;fyfLVd ,izksp VqoMZl n áweujkbV~l ewoesaV bu bafM;k** MseksØsfVd jkbV~l ewoesaV bu bafM;k] vjfoUn eeksfj;;y VaLV] y[kuÅ] 2014] ì"B 34] 3686 2d`".k flag] ^^yksdrU= vkSj yksdrkfU=d ewY;ksa dk la?k"kZ** le;karj] Qjojh 2014] http://www.samayantar.com/editorial-democracy-and-casteism/ 3ogh4 vkuUn rsyrqEcM+s] ^^tkfr mUewyu% bfrgkl orZeku vkSj Hkfo";** le;karj] Qjojh 2014] vuqoknd vfHk"ksd JhokLro] http://www. samayantra.com/elimination-racehistory-present-and-future/ 5ef.kjke 'kekZ] ^^Hkjrh; lafo/kku ,oa yksdrkfU=d dkuwu**] yksdrkfU=d vf/kdkj] lkseokj 30 ebZ 2011] http://justicemiracle-mrp.blogspot.in/2011/05/blog-post_29.html 6ogh7 jktfd'kksj 1⁄4la-1⁄2] ekuokf/kdkjksa dk la?k"kZ] ok.kh izdk'ku] ubZ fnYyh] 1995] ì"B 5&68 - ,l-vkjnkjkiqjh] ^^MkWvEcsMdj dk vkfFkZd n'kZu% Hkwe.Myhdj.k ,oa futhdj.k**] nfyr eqfDr] lkseokj] 15 vizSy 2013] http://dalitmukti.blogspot.in/2013/04/blogpost.html 9jktfd'kksj 1⁄4la-1⁄2] ekuokf/kdkjksa dk la?k"kZ] ok.kh izdk'ku] ubZ fnYyh] 1995] ì"B 7&810 - ;gk¡ ij m)`r MkWvEcsMdj ds lkjs fopkj ,l-vkjnkjkiwjh }kjk fyf[kr ^^MkWvEcsMdj dk vkfFkZd n'kZu% Hkwe.Myhdj.k ,oa futhdj.k** ls fy, x;s gSaA 11MkWvEcsMdj] ewduk;d] ladyu ,oa vuqokn ';ksjktflag cspSu] xkSre cqd lsaVj] fnYyh] 2008] ì"B 1512 daoy Hkkjrh] jkgqy lkad`R;k;u vkSJ MkWvEcsMdj] lkfgR; miØe] 2007] ì"B 85&86- 87 12. Mk W H k hejko vEc sMdj d s / k k fe Zd fopkj MkWa e/kqckyk dqekjh vk/kqfud Hkkjrh; jktuhfr esa MkWa vEcsMdj nfyrksa ds usrk ds :Ik esa tkus tkrs gSa A mUgksaus thou iz;Ur nfyrksa dks lekt esa mfpr LFkku fnyokus vkSj muds vf/kdkjksa ds fy, la/k'kZ fd;k A os Lo;a egkj tkfr ds ,d vNwr ifjokj ls Fks ftlds otg ls nfyr oxZ ds dfBukbZ;ksa dks mUgksaus dkQh djhc ls eg"kq"k fd;k Fkk A fdUrq os vius o.kZ ds vU; O;fDr;ksa ls bl :Ik esa fHkUu Fks fd mUgksaus vU; yksxksa dh HkkWafr nfyrksa ds lkFk gksus okys vU;k; dks pqipki lgu u djds] vU;k; dk fojks/k fd;k A tokgjyky ds "kCnksa esa] ^^os fgUnw lekt ds vR;kpkj iw.kZ rRoksa ds izfr fonzksg ds izrhd Fks A mUgksaus fgUnqvksa esa vNwr ekuh tkus okyh tkfr;ksa ds m}kj dk iz;Ru fd;k rFkk nfyr oxZ dks vkRe lEeku fnykus gsrq] vkUnksyu dk lw=ikr fd;k A** MkWa Hkhe jko ds firk QkSt esa v/;kid Fks] mudh ekrk dk nsgkolku rks muds ckY;dky esa gha gks x;k Fkk fdUrq muds firk us mudh f"k{kk nh{kk esa dksbZ deh ugha dh A vkSj vius ifjokj esa /kkfeZd okrkoj.k cuk, j[kk A os ges"kk cPpksa dks dchj ds nksgs rFkk cq} vkSj vU; egkRekvksa dh f"k{kk dk mins"k nsrs jgrs Fks ftldk Hkhe jko ij dkQh xgjk izHkko iMk A vius firk ds usd LoHkko] ferO;;hrk] dBksj Je] lsok Hkko] /kkfeZd izòfr vkSj f"k{kk izse ls os cMs izHkkfor jgrs Fks A vius firk ds blh izHkko dk vlj Fkk fd os /keZ dks thou dk ,d vìFkd vax ekurs Fks vkSj lkFk gha lekt ds vfLrRo ds fy, Hkh os bls ,d vfuok;Z vk/kkj ekurs Fks A mudk ekuuk Fkk fd lekt vkSj f"k{kk esa /keZ dh vge Hkwfedk gksrh gS A blls oS;fDrd "kq}rk rFkk lkekftd lqn`<rk c<rh gS A os dgrs Fks fd /keZ ges"kk lkekU; tu ds HkykbZ ds fy, vxzlj jgrk gS c"kZrs fd og lPpk /keZ gks u fd flQZ fn[kkok ek= A mudh ekU;rk Fkh fd /keZ ds vHkko esa euq'; ekuoksfpr O;ogkj ugha dj ldrk A os /keZ dks ,d izdkj dk lnkpkj ekurs Fks tks euq'; vkSj euq'; ds chp ekuoh; laca/k LFkkfir djrk gS A /keZ dk y{; ekuo dY;k.k gksrk gS A mUgksaus /keZ dks ijyksd ds lkFk dHkh ugha tksMk A mudk ekuuk Fkk fd lPpk /keZ og gS tks fu;eksa vkSj dkuwuksa ij vkfJr u gksdj vk/;kfRed fl}kUrksa ij vk/kkfjr gks vkSj ;g lc ij lkekU; :Ik ls ykxqw gks A mUgksaus lPps /keZ dh nks [kkl fo"ks'krkvksa dh ppkZ dh & 1 /keZ dks uSfrdrk ds :i esa ekuo lekt dk vk/kkj gksuk pkfg, 2 /keZ dks foKku vFkok HkkSfrd rRo ij vk/kkfjr gksuk pkfg, A vEcsMdj us miZ;qDr fo"ks'krkvksa ls ;qDr /keZ dks /kEe dh laKk nh A mUgksaus /keZ vkSj /kEe esa vUrj dks js[kkafdr fd;k A muds vuqlkj ijEijkxr n`f'V ls ftls /keZ dgk tkrk gS og bZ"oj] vkRek] yksd] ijyksd] LoxZ] udZ vkfn ckrksa ij vk/kkfjr gksrk gS A /keZ oS;fDrd gS tcfd /kEe dk vk/kkj uSfrdrk gS A /kEe vfuok;Z :Ik ls lkekftd gksrk gS] ftlesa deZ dk.M] rhFkZ LFkku] izkFkZuk vkSj mRloksa ds fy, dksbZ LFkku ugha gksrk gS A 88 MkWa vEcsMdj jkT; vkSj /keZ esa /kfu'B laca/k ekurs Fks A mudk ekuuk Fkk fd /keZ lEiw.kZ lekt dk /kkj.k djrk gS] ftlesa jkT; dk dke /kke dk lapkyu lqpk: :Ik es gksrk gS A blfy, jkT; dk ;g dRkZO;a gS fd og /keZ ds izfr u rks dBksj cus vkSj u gha /keZ fo"ks'k dk i{k/kj A mudk ekuuk Fkk fd jkT; ds lHkh ukxfjdksa dks fo"okl vkSj /keZ dh Lora=rk rks feyuha gha pkfg,] mudks /keZ izpkj vkSj /keZ ifjorZu dh Hkh Lora=rk dkuwu rFkk uSfrd O;oLFkk dh lhekvksa ds vUrxZr gksuh pkfg,] A 1 mudk ekuuk Fkk fd /kkfeZd Lora=rk Hkkjrh; laLd`fr dh vkRek gS] vr% ukxfjdksa dks ,slh Lora=rk nsuk vfuok;Z gS A ;fn dksbZ O;fDr vUrZeq[kh gS] rks /keZ mls vkfUrfjd lq[k "kkfUr iznku djrk gS vkSj vxj dksbZ O;fDr cfgZeq[kh gS rks /keZ mls lkekftd lsok ds fy, izsfjr djrk gS A vr% euq'; ds fodkl ds fy, /kkfeZd Lora=rk vko";d gS A os ekurs Fks fd tc rd cPpk le>nkj ugha gksrk gS] mlds /kkfeZd f"k{kk dk Hkkj mlds ekrk firk ij gksuk pkfg, A 2 fdUrq cMk gksus ij mls iw.kZ :Ik ls Lora= NksM nsuk pkfg, fd pkgs oks ftl /keZ dks viuk,] ;k ftl /keZ dk R;kx djs A ;|fi mudk ekuuk Fkk fd] ^^/keZ fdlh ds lkekftd mRrjkf/kdkj dk vax gS A mldk thou rFkk xfjek vkSj eku mlds lkFk tqMk gqvk gS A vius /keZ dk ifjR;kx djuk dksbZ vklku dke ugha gSA** 3 MkWa vEcsMdj ,d ekuooknh fopkjd gksus ds ukrs] /keZ dh Lora=rk ,oa /kfeZd laLFkkvksa ds izcy leFkZd Fks A /kkfeZd laLFkk,Wa] tSlk fd mudk fo"okl Fkk] jkT; ds m}s"; dh iwfrZ esa cgqr dqN lgk;d gks ldrh gSa A /kkfeZd laLFkkvksa dks dkuwu rFkk jkT; O;oLFkk ds vuqlkj gha viuk dkedkt djuk pkfg, A MkWa vEcsdMdj dh n`f'V esa] lHkh /kkfeZd laLFkk,Wa vius lnL;ksa ij dqN vkfFkZd ;ksxnku djus ds fy, fu;e cukus esa Lora=r gksuh pkfg, A mUgksaus ;g Hkh ekuk fd fdlh Hkh O;fDr dks] ;fn og ugha pkgrk gS] ml /kfeZd laLFkk dk]s ftldk og lnL; ugha gS] vkfFkZd ;ksxnku djus ds fy, ck/; ugha fd;k tkuk pkfg, A MkWa vEcsMdj us /keZ dh jkT; vkSj thou esa vfuok;Zrk vkSj Lora=rk ds lkFk gha lkFk ;g Hkh egRoiw.kZ ekuk fd yksx /kekZU/krk vkSj dêjrk dk R;kx djsa A /kkfeZd HksnHkko] ncko rFkk /kekZU/krk dk] tks fd Hkkjrh; lekt dh eq[; cqjkbZ;ksa esa ls ,d gS] mUgksaus dMk fojks/k fd;k A cgqr ls yksx vius /keZ dh j{kk vkSj "kku ds fy, viuh tku ns nsrsa gSa] fdUrq Lo;a /kekZuqlkj vkpj.k ugha djrs] bls mUgksaus drbZ ilUn ugha fd;k vkSj ,sls vkpj.k dks mUgksaus /keZ ds izfr ^nksxykiu* /kksf'kr fd;k A mudk ekuuk Fkk fd /keZ euq'; ds fy, gS] u fd euq'; /keZ ds fy, A vr% /keZ dk dke "kq}kpj.k fl[kkuk gS] eu dh ifo=rk LFkkfir djuk gS] u fd lekt esa fo}s'k QSykuk A os dgrs Fks fd ,sls yksx] tks lPps /kekZuqlkj vkpj.k djrsa gSa] lkekftd ,drk vkSj lkekftd fLFkfr dks lq/kkjus esa lgk;d fl} gksrs gSa A os vUrr% jkT; ds fy, vPNs rFkk fu'Bkou ukxfjd fl} gksrsa gSa A O;fDr;ksa ds eu dh ifo=rk] "kq}kpj.k vkSj "khykpj.k jkT; dh lqn`<rk vkSj ,drk ds fy, ijeko";d gS A /keZ ds ekeys esa MkWa vEcsMdj jkT; dk gLr{ksi fcYdqy ugha pkgrs Fks c"krsZ fd dksbZ /kkfeZd d`R; rFkk fu;e ekuo fgr esa u gks vFkok jk'Va ds dkuquksa ds izfrdwy gks A 4 mUgksaus ges"kk gha jkT; ds /keZ fujis{krk ds vkn"kZ dks egRoiw.kZ LFkku fn;k A mUgksaus dgk fd ^^jkT; dks fdlh Hkh /keZ dks jkt/keZ /ksf'kr ugha djuk pkfg, A** 5 MkWa vEcsMdj us /keZ fujis{krk ds vkn"kZ dks u rks tfVy cuk;k vkSj u gha mls ^lHkh /keZ leku gS* ds lanHkZ esa fo"ysf'kr fd;k A mUgksaus cMs gha Li'V "kCnksa esa dgk fd] ^^,d /keZ fujis{k jkT; dk vFkZ ;g ugha gS fd ge yksxksa dh /kkfeZd Hkkoukvksa dh vksj /;ku ugha nsaxs A og lc 89 dqN ftlls /keZfujis{k jkT; dk zvFkZ gS fd ;g laln fdlh ,d fo"ks'k /keZ dks vU; lHkh yksxksa ij Fkksius esa l{ke ugha gksxh A ;gh ,d ek= lhek gS ftls lafo/kku Lohdkj djrk gS A** 6 blls Li'V gS fd gekjk lafo/kku /keZ fojk/kh ugha gS A og /kkfeZd Lora=rk vkSj /kekZpj.k dk vf/kdkj lHkh ukxfjdksa dks iznku djrk gSA vr% /keZfujis{krk dks jkT; lafo/kku ds lanHkZ esa ns[kk tkuk pkfg,] u fd fdlh /keZ fo"ks'k ds i{k esa A fgUn w / ke Z e s a O;k Ir d qj h fr;k s a dk fojk s / k & MkWa vEcsMdj dh /keZ laca/kh vo/kkj.kk uSfrdrk lekurk vkSj rdZ ;qdr le> ij vk/kkfjr Fkk u fd va/kfo"okl vkSj deZdk.Mksa ij A mudk ekuuk Fkk fd tks /keZ uSfrdrk vkSj lekurk ij vk/kkfjr u gks rks oks lgh /keZ ugha gks ldrk A mudk ekuuk Fkk fd fgUnw /keZ vlekurk vkSj ijra=rk ds fopkjksa dk iks'kd gS A fgUnw /keZ ds fo'k; esa mudk dguk Fkk fd blesa lekurk dk fl}kkUr ugha gS rFkk ;gkWa deZdk.M dh iz/kkurk gS A mudk dguk Fkk fd ftl /keZ esa euq'; euq'; esa Hksn gks] euq'; dks vNwr vksj Ik"kq dks Nwr le>k tk,] ftl /keZ esa ,d oxZ dks fo|k/;;u vkSj nwljs dks mlls oafpr j[kk tk, og /keZ /keZ ugha cfYd ekuo ds lkFk f[kyokM gS A os dgrs Fks fd pqWafd fgUnw /keZ dh ijEijkxr O;oLFkk dk vk/kkj euqLèfr gS] tgkWa fofHkUu oxksZa vkSj tkfr;ksa ds fy, fHkUu fu;e dk fo/kku gS] oSls /keZ dks /keZ ugha cfYd ikxyiu gha dgsaxs A ;gh dkj.k Fkk fd MkWa vEcsMdj us fgUnw /keZ dk /kksj fojks/k fd;k Fkk vkSj ;gkWa rd fd mUgksaus vius usr`ro esa euqLèfr dks tyokus dk Hkh iz;kl fd;k Fkk A fgUnw /keZ ds vkØks"k ds dkj.k gha mUgksaaus vDVwcj 1935 dks ;soyk 1⁄4ukfld1⁄2 nfyr oxZ lEesyu esa ;g /kks'k.kk dh Fkh] ^^eSa fgUnw /keZ esa iSnk gqvk gwWa D;ksafd ;g esjs gkFk dh ckr ugha Fkh ysfdu eSa fgUnw /keZ esa e:Waxk ugha A** 7 MkWa vEcsMdj dk ekuuk Fkk fd fgUnw /keZ ds vUrxZr nfyrksa dh mUufr lEHko ugha gS A vEcsMdj ds fgUnw /keZ ds izfr bl izdkj ds fopkj dk vk/kkj ;g Fkk fd muds er esa fgUnw /keZ esa lgkuqHkwfr] Lora=rk vkSj lekurk ds rRo ugha ik, tkrs A bu rRoksa ds vHkko esa O;fDr dh vkReksUufr laHko ugha gS A blhfy, mUgksaus fgUnw /keZ esa lq/kkj ds dqN lq>ko fn, Fks ftlls vNwr oxZ dk mRFkku lEHko gks lds A lq/kkj ds muds lq>ko fuEu Fks & 1fgUnw /keZ dk dsoy ,d gha izkekf.kd xzUFk gks ftUgsa lc Lohdkj djsa A 2iqjksfgr dk dk;Z ijEijkxr u gksdj ;ksX;rk ij vk/kkfjr gksuk pkfg, rkfd lHkh oxksZa dks iqjksfgr cuus dk vf/kdkj izkIr gks lds A mUgksaus ,d ,sls dkuwu fuekZ.k dh vko";drk ij cy fn;k ftlds }kjk fdlh fgUnw dks jkT; }kjk fu/kkZfjr ijh{kk ikl fd, fcuk iqjksfgr dk in izkIr u gks A 3ftl iqjksfgr ds ikl jkT; dk izek.k i= u gks] mlds }kjk djk;k x;k laLdkj ekU; ugha gksuk pkfg, A blizdkj vEcsMdj us iqjksfgrokn dks yksdrkaf=d cukus dk i{k fy;k A MkWa vEcsndj bl ckr ls Hkyh HkkWafr ifjfpr Fks fd o'kksZa ls tdMh fgUnw /keZ dh ijEijkvksa esa ifjorZu ykuk vklku dke ugha] blesa O;kIr dqjhfr;ksa vkSj va/kfo"oklksa dks ifjofrZr djus esa o'kksZa yx tk,axs] blfy, mUgksaus fgUnw /keZ dh ekU;rkvksa esa ifjorZu ds lkFk&lkFk nfyrksa ds mRFkku gsrq ] muesa vkRefo"okl vkSj LokfHkeku txkus gsrq dbZ lq>ko fn, rFkk dbZ izdkj ds vkUnksyuksa dk lw=ikr fd;k 90 A lekt ls vLì";rk dks nwj djus ds fy, mUgksaus tkfrizFkk dh lekfIr dks vko";d ekuk A blds fy, mUgksaus dbZ izdkj ds dk;ZØeksa dk lw=ikr fd;k A vUrtkZrh; fookg mlh dh ,d dMh ds :Ik esa ns[kk tk ldrk gS A mudk ekuuk Fkk fd dsoy jDr laca/k gha vyxko dh Hkkouk dks lekIr dj ldrk gS A blhfy, mUgksaus vUrtkZrh; fookg dks egRoiw.kZ ekuk A mudk ekuuk Fkk fd blds }kjk tkfr ca/ku <hys gksaxs A vUrtkZrh; fookg dks O;kogkfjd cukus ds fy, vEcsndj us /keZ lw/kkj ij cy fn;k A fgUnqvksa dk /keZ fgUnqvksa esa tkfrokn mRiUu djrk gS vr% mudk lq>ko Fkk] ^^"kkL=ksa dh ifo=rk dh Hkkouk dks u'V djks] "kkL=ksa rFkk osnksa dk lRrk] nSfodrk vkSj ifo=rk dk fouk"k djks A izR;sd L=h iq:'k dks "kkL=ksa rFkk osnksa dh nklrk ls eqdr djks] os fdlh ls dgs fcuk] fuHk;Z gksdj vUrtkZrh; fookg djus yxsaxs A** MkWa vEcsMdj lekt esa lerk ds fl}kUr dks oSpkfjd ,oaa O;kogkfjd nksuksa :Ik ls egRoiw.kZ ekurs Fks A ;gh otg gS fd thou Ik;ZUr os nfyrksa dks mudk lEeku vkSj vf/kdkj fnykus ds fy, yMrs jgs A blhfy, muds /kkfeZd fopkj dk Hkh eq[; vk/kkj fcUnw lekurk gha Fkk A vkSj blh otg ls os fgUnw /keZ dk /kksj fojks/k djrs Fks D;ksafd mlesa tkr&ikr] Nqvk&Nwr] mWap&uhp] tUe vk/kfjr izfr'Bk rFkk vlkekurk dqV&dqV dj Hkjh gqbZ Fkh A ck S} / ke Z d s i z fr fu'Bk & MkWa vEcsMdj ,sls /keZ ds leFkZd Fks ftlesa o.kZ&Hksn] Nqvk&Nwr] vU/kfo"okl ,oa ik[k.M u gks] tks /keZ cqf} ij vk/kkfjr gks rFkk ftlesa Lora=rk] lekurk vkSj Hkkr`Ro ds fl}kUrksa dk lekos"k gks A os ckS} /keZ ds fl}kUrksa ls izHkkfor Fks D;ksafd ckS} /keZ esa NqvkNwr] vU/kfo"okl vkSj ik[k.M dk vis{kkd`r vHkko Fkk A blhfy, mUgksaus lu~ 1945 esa ,d ckS} lEesyu esa Hkkx fy;k A lu~ 1950 esa fnYyh esa vk;sftr vk/kqfud ckS}ksa dh "kksHkk ;k=k esa Hkh mUgksaus Hkkx fy;k A fnlEcj 1954 esa mUgksaus rhljs vUrjkZ'Vah; ckS} /keZ esa nh{kk ysus dh /kks'k.kk dh A vkSj 14 vDVwcj 1956 dks n"kgjs ds volj ij ukxiqj esa vius ikWap yk[k vuq;kf;;ksa ds lkFk fgUnw /keZ dks R;kx dj ckS} /keZ dh nh{kk yh A 1956 esa ckS} /keZ xzg.k djrs gq, mUgksaus ;g rdZ fn;k fd blesa Lohd`r /kEe esa bZ"oj ds LFkku ij uSfrdrk dh LFkkiuk dh xbS gS A blesa lc yksxksa dks leku ekuk tkrk gS blfy, os bls iw.kZ ekuork dk /keZ ekurs gSa A ckS} /keZ esa d:.kk ,oa n;k dks egRo fn;k x;k gS A mudk ekuuk Fkk fd ckS} /keZ Hkkjrh; laLd`fr dk vfHkUu vax gS A ckS} /keZ dsoy /keZ gha ugha oju~ ,d egku lkekftd fl}kUr Hkh gS A cq} dk ;g fopkj fd ^muds vuq;k;h mudk vU/kkuqdj.k djus dh vis{kk vius foods ls dk;Z djs*] os cgqr izHkkfor gq, Fks A mudk ekuuk Fkk fd ckS} /keZ dsoy ckSf}d txr esa vkLFkk j[krk gS A blfy, ;g vkn"kZijd u gksdj oLrqfu'B gS A fgUnw /keZ vkSj ckS} /keZ esa vUrj dk mYys[k djrs gq, vEcsMdj us dgk fd fgUnw /keZ vkRek] ijekRek ,oa o.kkZJe O;oLFkk esa fo"okl djrk gS] tcfd ckS} /keZ esa vkRek] ijekRek rFkk o.kkZJe /keZ ds fy, dksbZ LFkku ugha gS A fu'd'k Z & MkWa vEcsndj ekuooknh ewY;ksa ds izcy leFkZd Fks A muds /kkfeZd fpUru esa ,d vksj o.kZokn] tkfr izFkk] vLì";rk] vlekurk vkSj vU;k; ds izfr tgkWa /kksj fonzksg Fkk ogha LoPNUn] ekuooknh] O;kogkfjd 91 ,oa rdZ vk/kkfjr v?;kRe dk izHkko Hkh Fkk A MkWa vEcsMdj dk leLr /kkfeZd fpUru dqNsd =;h vkn"kksZa esa vUrfuZfgr jgk gS aA vius izkjfEHkd lkekftd thou ls gha og Lora=rk] lerk rFkk Hkzkr`Ro vkSj f"k{kk] laxBu ,oa vkUnksyu ds nks =;h vkn"kksZa dks vNwrksa ds chp] muds lkekftd mRFkku vkSj ekuoh xkSjo ds fy, izlkfjr djrs jgS A bUgha ds lkFk MkWa vEcsMdj us ,d vU; =;h vkn"kZ & cq}] /kEe ,oa la/k dks Hkh tksMk A bu rhuksa =;h vkn"kksZa dk lefUor :Ik muds lkekftd fpUru dk ewyk/kkj gS] tks cMk gha O;kid vkSj dY;k.kdkjh gS A mUgksaus r`rh; =;h vkn"kZ dks Kku] dŸkZO; vkSj laxBu ds :Ik esa xzg.k fd;k A mudk ;g =;h n"kZu iw.kZr% ekuooknh gS A bu vkn"kksZa ls mñHkwr gksus okys ewY; dsoy nfyrksa ,oa vNwrksa rd gha lhfer ugha gS] vfirq lHkh ekuo izkf.k;ksa ls mudk lh/kk laca/k gS A ;s gha vk/kkjHkwr ^uo&jRu* MkWa vEcsMdj ds =;h n"kZu dk fuekZ.k djrsa gSa vkSj mudk leLr lkekftd] jktuhfrd] uSfrd ,oa /kkfeZd fpUru bUgha dh iw.kZ vfHkO;fDr gSA 8 bl izdkj ge dg ldrsa gSa fd MkWa vEcsMdj dk /keZ n"kZu ml vkRe&izsj.kk] vkRe&fo"okl vkSj lkekftd lerk dk ekxZ gS] tgkWa HkkX;okfnrk rFkk bZ"ojh; peRdkj dk dksbZ LFkku ugha gS A mudk fgUnwokn rFkk xhrk&n"kZu ds izfr fonzksg bldk izfrd gS fd os euq'; dks gha viuh fLFkfr dk fu;ked ekurs Fks vkSj ijekRek] LoxZ] udZ tSlh lŸkk dks vLohdkj dj euq'; dks Lo;a dk vius deksZaa ds vk/kkj ij vius HkkX; dk fuekZrk ekurs Fks A mudk eq[; y{; lekt ls ekuo & ekuo ds Hksn dks lekIr dj uSfrdrk vkSj lekurk ij vk/kfjr /keZ dks LFkkfir djuk ,oa lekt esa "kksf'kr ,oa mRihfMr tu & lewg dks mudh leL;kvksa ls eqfDr fnykdj ,d LoLFk] LoPN vkSj lekurk ij vk/kfjr lekt dh LFkkiuk djuk Fkk A l anH k Z % & 1LVsVl ,.M ekWbukfjVht] ì-11 2ogh] ì-11 3ds++- ,lpye] jsfyosUl vkWQ vEcsMdfjTe bu bafM;k] jkor] t;iqj] 1993] }kjk laikfnr] ì
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